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Various quantum analogues of the central limit theorem, which is one of the cornerstones
of probability theory, are known in the literature. One such analogue, due to Cushen and
Hudson, is of particular relevance for quantum optics. It implies that the state in any single
output arm of an n-splitter, which is fed with n copies of a centred state ρ with finite
second moments, converges to the Gaussian state with the same first and second moments
as ρ. Here we exploit the phase space formalism to carry out a refined analysis of the
rate of convergence in this quantum central limit theorem. For instance, we prove that the
convergence takes place at a rate O
`
n´1{2
˘
in the Hilbert–Schmidt norm whenever the third
moments of ρ are finite. Trace norm or relative entropy bounds can be obtained by leveraging
the energy boundedness of the state. Via analytical and numerical examples we show that
our results are tight in many respects. An extension of our proof techniques to the non-i.i.d.
setting is used to analyse a new model of a lossy optical fibre, where a given m-mode state
enters a cascade of n beam splitters of equal transmissivities λ1{n fed with an arbitrary (but
fixed) environment state. Assuming that the latter has finite third moments, and ignoring
unitaries, we show that the effective channel converges in diamond norm to a simple thermal
attenuator, with a rate O
´
n´
1
2pm`1q
¯
. This allows us to establish bounds on the classical and
quantum capacities of the cascade channel. Along the way, we derive several results that may
be of independent interest. For example, we prove that any quantum characteristic function
χρ is uniformly bounded by some ηρ ă 1 outside of any neighbourhood of the origin; also,
ηρ can be made to depend only on the energy of the state ρ.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) is one of the cornerstones of probability theory. This theorem
and its various extensions have found numerous applications in diverse fields including mathematics,
3physics, information theory, economics and psychology. Any limit theorem becomes more valuable
if it is accompanied by estimates for rates of convergence. The Berry–Esseen theorem (see e.g. [1]),
which gives the rate of convergence of the distribution of the scaled sum of independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables to a normal distribution, thus provides an important
refinement of the CLT.
The first results on quantum analogues of the CLT were obtained in the early 1970s by Cushen
and Hudson [2], and Hepp and Lieb [3, 4]. The approach of [3] was generalised by Giri and von
Waldenfels [5] a few years later. These papers were followed by numerous other quantum versions
of the CLT in the context of quantum statistical mechanics [6–14], quantum field theory [15–17],
von Neumann algebras [18, 19], free probability [20], noncommutative stochastic processes [21]
and quantum information theory [22–24]. For a more detailed list of papers on noncommutative
or quantum central limit theorems (QCLT), see for example [19, 25] and references therein. A
partially quantitative central limit theorem for unsharp measurements has been obtained in [26].
An important pair of non-commuting observables is the pair px, pq of canonically conjugate
operators, which obey Heisenberg’s canonical commutation relations (CCR) rx, ps “ iI, where I
denotes the identity operator.1 These observables could be, for example, the position and mo-
mentum operators of a quantum particle, or the so-called position and momentum quadratures
of a single-mode bosonic field, described in the quantum mechanical picture by the Hilbert space
H1 ..“ L2pRq – the space of square integrable functions on R. The corresponding annihilation and
creation operators are constructed as a ..“ px` ipq{?2 and a: ..“ px´ ipq{?2. When expressed in
terms of a, a:, the CCR take the form ra, a:s “ I.
Quantum states are represented by density operators, i.e. positive semi-definite trace class
operators with unit trace. A state ρ of a continuous variable quantum system is uniquely identified
by its characteristic function, defined for all z P C by χρpzq ..“ Tr
“
ρ eza
:´z˚a‰. The special class
of Gaussian states comprises all quantum states whose characteristic function is the (classical)
characteristic function of a normal random variable on C.2 Exactly as in the classical case, a
quantum Gaussian state is uniquely defined by its mean and covariance matrix.
Cushen and Hudson [2] proved a quantum CLT for a sequence of pairs of such canonically
conjugate operators tpxn, pnq : n “ 1, 2, . . .u, with each pair acting on a distinct copy of the Hilbert
space H1. More precisely, they showed that sequences that are stochastically independent and
identically distributed, and have finite covariance matrix and zero mean with respect to a quantum
state ρ (given by a density operator on H1), are such that their scaled sums converge in distribution
to a normal limit distribution [2, Theorem 1].
Their result admits a physical interpretation in terms of a passive quantum optical element
known as the n-splitter. This can be thought of as the unitary operator Un-split that acts on
n annihilation operators of n independent optical modes as Un-split aj U
:
n-split “
ř
k Fjkak, where
Fjk ..“ e 2pijkn i is the discrete Fourier transform matrix. Passivity here means that Un-split commutes
with the canonical Hamiltonian of the field, i.e.
”
Un-split,
ř
j a
:
jaj
ı
“ 0. When n identical copies
of a state ρ are combined by means of an n-splitter, and all but the first output modes are traced
away, the resulting output state is called the n-fold quantum convolution of ρ, and denoted by ρn.
This nomenclature is justified by the fact that the characteristic function χρσ of two states ρ and
σ is equal to the product of the characteristic functions of ρ and σ, a relation analogous to that
satisfied by characteristic functions of convolutions of classical random variables. Observe state
1 Throughout this paper we set ~ “ 1.
2 The characteristic function of a complex-valued random variable X is defined by χXpzq ..“ E“ezX˚´z˚X‰.
4ρn can also be obtained as the output of a cascade of n ´ 1 beam splitters with suitably tuned
transmissivities λj “ j{pj ` 1q for j “ 1, 2, . . . n´ 1 (see Figure 1a).
Cushen and Hudson’s result is that if ρ is a centred state (i.e. with zero mean) and has finite
second moments, its convolutions ρn converge to the Gaussian state ρG with the same first and
second moments as ρ in the limit n Ñ 8 (Theorem 3). In [2, Theorem 1], the convergence is
with respect to the weak topology of the Banach space of trace class operators, which translates
to pointwise convergence of the corresponding characteristic functions, by a quantum analogue of
Levy’s lemma that is also proven in [2]. This in turn implies that the convergence actually is with
respect to the strong topology, i.e. in trace norm (see [27], or [28, Lemma 4]).
In this paper, we focus on the framework proposed by Cushen and Hudson, and provide a
refinement of their result by deriving estimates for the associated rates of convergence. We con-
sider a quantum system composed of m modes of the electromagnectic field, each modelled by
an independent quantum harmonic oscillator, so that the corresponding Hilbert space becomes
Hbm1 “ L2 pRmq. The main contribution of this paper consists of estimates on rate of convergence
of ρn to the ‘Gaussification’ ρG of ρ, obtained under suitable assumptions on ρ – typically, the
finiteness of higher-order moments. In analogy with the classical case, we refer to our Theorems 6
and 7 as quantum Berry–Esseen theorems. Our estimates are given in the form of bounds on the
Schatten p-norms (for p “ 1 and 2) of the difference pρn ´ ρGq in the limit of large n, as well as
bounds on the relative entropy of ρn with respect to ρG in the same limit.
We also show that the assumption of finiteness of the second moments cannot be removed from
the Cushen–Hudson theorem. Namely, we construct a simple example of a single-mode quantum
state σ such that Tr
“
σ paa:q1´δ‰ is finite for all δ ą 0 (and infinite for δ “ 0), yet σn does not
converge to any quantum state as nÑ8.
As an application, we propose and study a new model of optical fibre, represented as a cascade
of n beam splitters, each with transmissivity λ1{n and fed with a fixed environment state ρ, which
is assumed to have bounded energy and thermal Gaussification. Such a model may be relevant to
the mathematical modelisation of a channel running across an integrated optical circuit [29, 30].
We are able to show that for n Ñ 8 the cascade channel converges in diamond norm, up to ir-
relevant symplectic unitaries, to a thermal attenuator channel with transmissivity λ and the same
photon number as that of the environment state ρ. Furthermore, an extension of our results to
the non-i.i.d. setting allows us to bound the rate of convergence in terms of the diamond norm dis-
tance. Finally, combining existing continuity bounds on entropies and energy-constrained channel
capacities [31, 32], obtained by Winter [33, 34] and Shirokov [35, 36], with the known formulae
expressing or estimating energy-constrained classical [37, 38] and quantum [39–45] capacities of
thermal attenuator channels, we derive bounds on the same capacities for the cascade channel.
Finally, along the way we derive several novel results concerning quantum characteristic func-
tions, which we believe to be of independent interest. First, we prove the simple yet remarkable
fact that convolving any two quantum states (i.e. mixing them in a 50 : 50 beam splitter) always
results in a state with non-negative Wigner function (Lemma 16). This allows us to interpret the
quantum central limit theorem as a result on classical random variables, in turn enabling us to
transfer techniques from classical probability theory to the quantum setting. Secondly, we derive
new decay bounds on the behaviour of the quantum characteristic function both at the origin
and at infinity. For instance, we prove that for any m-mode quantum state ρ and for any ε ą 0
there exists a constant η “ ηpρ, εq ă 1 such that |χρpzq| ď ηpρ, εq for all z P Cm with |z| ě ε
(Proposition 14). Moreover, we show that such a constant can be made to depend only on the
second moments of the state, assuming they are finite (Proposition 15). As an explicit example,
consider a single-mode state ρ with mean energy E. We then prove that |χρpzq| ď 1´ cE2 for all z
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FIG. 1: The n-fold convolution ρn of a state ρ can be realised by mixing n copies of it either:
(a) in an n-splitter; or (b) in a cascade of beam splitters with suitably tuned transmissivities.
with |z| ě C?
E
, where c, C are universal constants. Note that any such bound must depend on the
energy, as one can construct a sequence of highly squeezed Gaussian states for which the modulus
of the characteristic function approaches one at any designated point in phase space (Example 2).
Layout of the paper: In Section II we introduce the notation and definitions used in the paper.
In Section III we recall the Cushen and Hudson quantum central limit theorem. Our main results
are presented in Section IV. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of these results. We start
with the novel properties of quantum characteristic functions (Section V), which lie at the heart of
our approach. Then, in Section VI we prove our quantum Berry–Esseen theorems. Section VII is
devoted to the discussion of the optimality and sharpness of our results. In Section VIII we apply
our quantitative non-i.i.d. extension of the Cushen–Hudson theorem to an optical fibre subject
to non-Gaussian environment noise. The paper contains a technical appendix (Appendix A) that
makes the connection between moments and the regularity of the quantum characteristic function
and shows that our definition of moments induces a canonical family of interpolation spaces.
6II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we fix the basic notations used in the paper, and introduce the necessary
definitions.
A. Mathematical notation
Let H denote a separable Hilbert space, and let BpHq denote the set of bounded linear operators
acting on H. Let DpHq denote the set of quantum states of a system with Hilbert space H,
that is the set of density operators ρ (positive semi-definite, i.e. ρ ě 0, trace class operators3
with unit trace) acting on H. We denote by } ¨ }TppHq ” } ¨ }p the Schatten p-norm, defined as
}X}p “ pTr |X|pq1{p. The Schatten p-class TppHq is the Banach subspace of BpHq formed by all
bounded linear operators whose Schatten p-norm is finite. We shall hereafter refer to T1pHq as the
set of trace class operators, to the corresponding norm } ¨ }1 as the trace norm, and to the induced
distance (e.g. between quantum states) as the trace distance. The case p “ 2 is also special, as the
norm } ¨ }2 coincides with the Hilbert–Schmidt norm.
Let A,B be positive semi-definite operators defined on some domains DompAq,DompBq Ď H.
According to [46, Definition 10.15], we write that A ě B if and only if Dom `A1{2˘ Ď Dom `B1{2˘
and
››A1{2 |ψy››2 ě ››B1{2 |ψy››2 for all |ψy P Dom `A1{2˘. Now, let A be a positive semi-definite
operator, and let ρ be a quantum state with spectral decomposition ρ “ ři pi |eiyxei|. We define
the expected value of A on ρ as
TrrρAs ..“
ÿ
i: pią0
pi
›››A1{2 |eiy›››2 P R` Y t`8u , (1)
with the convention that TrrρAs “ `8 if the above series diverges or if there exists an index i
such that pi ą 0 and |eiy R Dom
`
A1{2
˘
. To extend this definition to a generic densely defined
self-adjoint operator X on H, it is useful to consider its decomposition X “ X` ´ X´ into
positive and negative part [46, Example 7.1]. We will say that X has finite expected value on
ρ if |eiy P Dom
`
X
1{2
`
˘ X Dom `X1{2´ ˘ for all i such that pi ą 0, and moreover the two seriesř
i pi
››X1{2˘ |eiy ››2 both converge. In this case, we call
TrrρXs ..“
ÿ
i: pią0
pi
›››X1{2` |eiy›››2 ´ ÿ
i: pią0
pi
›››X1{2´ |eiy›››2 (2)
the expected value of X on ρ. Clearly, given two operators A ě B ě 0, we have that TrrρAs ě
TrrρBs.
For two real sequences panpλqqn , pbnpλqqn that depend on some parameter λ, we write anpλq “
Oλ pbnpλqq if there exists a constant cλ ą 0 that only depends on λ such that |anpλq| ď cλ|bnpλq|
holds in the limit n Ñ 8. We also write anpλq “ Oλ pbnpλq8q if for every N P N we have that
anpλq “ Oλ
`
bnpλqN
˘
.
For an n-linear tensor A : ˆni“1Cm Ñ Ck, we write Apxˆnq ..“ A px, ..., xqlooomooon
n times
if the vector we apply
the tensor to is the same in every component. For functions f , we sometimes abuse the notation
by denoting the norm of this function as }fpzq} instead of }f}. We denote with ˚ the entry-wise
3 That is, operators A P BpHq for which }A}1 ..“ Tr |A| ă 8.
7complex conjugation, with ᵀ the standard transposition of vectors, and with : the combination of
the two.
For partial derivatives with respect to complex variables z, z˚ we write Bz and Bz˚ . Consider
an m-dimensional multi-index α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αmq with |α| “ α1 ` α2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αm. Then Bαz ..“
Bα1z1 Bα2z2 . . . Bαmzm , and analogously for z˚. The total derivatives of order k of a function f : Cm Ñ C
we denote by Dkf ..“
´
Bαz Bβz˚f
¯
|α|`|β|“k
. We then recall the definition of the Fre´chet derivative for
functions f : Cm Ñ C such that Dkf : Cm Ñ BpCm ˆ ....ˆ Cmloooooooomoooooooon
k times
,Cq and therefore
Dkfpzq
´
vp1q, .., vpkq
¯
“
ÿ
|α|`|β|“k
Bαz Bβz˚fpzq
¨˝
|α|ź
`“1
v
p`q
jαp`q‚˛
¨˝
kź
`“|α|`1
v
p`q
jβp`´|α|q
‚˛˚ , (3)
with jαp`q ..“ min
!
j P t1, . . . ,mu : ` ď řjj1“1 αj1). Let C0pCmq denote the space of continuous
functions f : Cm Ñ C that tend to zero as |z| Ñ 8, where for z P Cm we set
|z| ..“
cÿm
j“1 |zj |2 . (4)
We write C8c pCmq to denote the space of smooth and compactly supported functions on Cm. For
some open set Ω Ď Cm with closure sΩ, a function f : sΩ Ñ C, and a non-negative integer k P N0,
we denote by CkpsΩq the space of functions for which the norm
}f}CkpsΩq ..“ max|α|`|β|ďk supzPΩ
ˇˇˇ
Bαz Bβz˚fpzq
ˇˇˇ
(5)
is finite. Here, α, β P Nm0 are multi-indices. When k ě 0 is not an integer, we define instead
}f}CkpsΩq ..“ }f}CtkupsΩq ` max|α|`|β|“tku supz,wPΩ,
z‰w
ˇˇˇ
Bαz Bβz˚fpzq ´ Bαz Bβz˚fpwq
ˇˇˇ
}z ´ w}k´tku . (6)
This extension allows us to consider the normed spaces Ck
`sΩ˘ for all k ě 0. Typically, we will
deal with the case where Ω is bounded, so that Ck
`sΩ˘ is in fact a Banach space. Finally, L2pΩq
will denote the space of equivalence classes of measurable functions f : Ω Ñ C whose L2 norm
}f}2L2pΩq ..“
ş
Ω |fpzq|2 d2mz is finite.
B. Definitions
1. Quantum information with continuous variables
In this paper, we focus on continuous variable quantum systems. The Hilbert space of a set of m
harmonic oscillators, in this context called ‘modes’, is the space Hm ..“ L2pRmq of square-integrable
functions on Rm. Let xj , pj be the canonical position and momentum operators on the jth mode.
The m annihilation and creation operators, denoted by aj ..“ pxj` ipjq{
?
2 and a:j ..“ pxj´ ipjq{
?
2
(j “ 1, . . . ,m), satisfy the commutation relations
raj , aks “ 0 , raj , a:ks “ δjkI , (7)
8where I is the identity on Hm. An m-mode quantum state ρ is said to be centred if
Trrρ ajs ..“ 1?
2
pTrrρ xjs ` iTrrρ pjsq ” 0 @ j “ 1, . . . ,m , (8)
i.e. if all expected values of the canonical operators on ρ, defined according to (2), vanish. For an
m-tuple of non-negative integers n “ pn1, . . . , nmq P Nm0 , the corresponding Fock state is defined by
|ny ..“ pn1! . . . nm!q´1{2 Âmj“1 `a:j˘nj |0y, where |0y P Hm denotes the (multi-mode) vacuum state.
In what follows, we often consider m “ 1.
The (von Neumann) entropy of a quantum state ρ is defined as
Spρq ..“ ´Tr rρ log ρs , (9)
which is well defined although possibly infinite.4 The relative entropy between two states ρ and σ
is usually written as follows [47]
Dpρ}σq ..“ Tr rρ plog ρ´ log σqs . (10)
Again, the above expression is well defined and possibly infinite [48].5
For two Hilbert spaces H,H1, a quantum channelN : T1pHq Ñ T1pH1q is a completely positive,
trace-preserving linear map. For a linear map L : T1pHq Ñ T1pH1q, we define its diamond norm
as
}L}˛ ..“ sup
kPN
sup
XPT1pHbCkq
}pL b idCkqpXq}1
}X}1 , (11)
where the supremum is over all non-zero trace class operators X on H b Ck.
Consider a quantum system with Hilbert space H, governed by a Hamiltonian H, which is
taken to be a positive (possibly unbounded) operator on H. The energy of a state ρ P DpHq is the
quantity TrrρHs P R` Y t`8u defined as in (1).
Given two Hilbert spaces H and H1, a Hamiltonian H on H, and some energy bound E ą
inf |ψyPH xψ|H|ψy ě 0, the corresponding energy-constrained classical capacity of a channel N :
T1pHq Ñ T1pH1q is given by [31, 49–52]
CH pN, Eq “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
χHpnq
`
Nbn, nE
˘
,
χH pN, Eq ..“ sup
tpi,ρiuiř
i pi TrrρiHsďE
!
S
´ÿ
i
piρi
¯
´
ÿ
i
pi S pρiq
)
, (12)
where it is understood that the Hamiltonian Hpnq on Hbn is given by Hpnq ..“ řnj“1Hj , where
Hj acts on the j
th tensor factor, and tensor products with the identity operator are omitted for
notational simplicity. With the same notation, one can also define the energy-constrained quantum
capacity of N, given by [32, 34, 53–55]
QH pN, Eq ..“ lim
nÑ8
1
n
Q
p1q
Hpnq
`
Nbn, nE
˘
,
Q
p1q
H pN, Eq ..“ sup
|ΨyPHb rH
xΨ|HbI|ΨyďE
 
S
`
N
`
Tr rH |ΨyxΨ|˘˘´ S ppN b Iq p|ΨyxΨ|qq( , (13)
4 One way to define it is via the infinite sum Spρq “ řip´pi log piq, where ρ “ ři pi |eiyxei| is the spectral decom-
position of ρ. Since all terms of this sum are non-negative, the sum itself can be assigned a well-defined value,
possibly `8.
5 To define it one considers the infinite sum Dpρ}σq ..“ ři,j |xei|fjy|2 ppi log pi ´ pi log qj ` qj ´ piq, where ρ “ř
i pi |eiyxei| and σ “
ř
j qj |fjyxfj | are the spectral decompositions of ρ and σ, respectively. As detailed in [48],
the convexity of x ÞÑ x log x implies that all terms of this sum are non-negative, which makes the expression well
defined.
9where Tr rH is the partial trace over the entirely arbitrary ancillary Hilbert space rH. In this paper
we are interested in the simple case H “ Hm “ L2pRmq and H1 “ Hm1 “ L2pRm1q, so that there
is a natural choice for H, namely, the canonical Hamiltonian
Hm ..“
mÿ
j“1
a:jaj (14)
of m modes. In this case, we will omit the subscripts and simply write the energy-constrained
capacities as C pN, Eq and Q pN, Eq.
2. Phase space formalism
We define the displacement operator Dpzq associated with a complex vector z P Cm as
Dpzq “ exp
”ÿ
j
pzja:j ´ zj˚ ajq
ı
. (15)
Thus, Dpzq is a unitary operator and satisfies Dpzq: “ Dp´zq and
DpzqDpwq “ Dpz ` wq e 12 pzᵀw˚´z:wq, (16)
valid for all z, w P Cm.
Let Hquad “ řj,k ´Xjka:jak ` Yjkajak ` Yj˚ka:ja:k¯, where X “ X: is an m ˆ m Hermitian
matrix, and Y “ Y ᵀ is an m ˆ m complex symmetric matrix. The unitaries e´iHquad generated
by such Hamiltonians, and products thereof,6 are called symplectic unitaries, because they induce
a symplectic linear transformation at the phase space level pzR, zIq P R2m, where zR ..“ <z and
zI ..“ =z [56, 57]. A symplectic unitary is called passive if it commutes with the number operatorř
j a
:
jaj , which happens whenever the generating Hamiltonian Hquad satisfies Y “ 0. A passive
symplectic unitary V acts on annihilation operators as V ajV
: “ řk Ujkak, where U is an mˆm
unitary matrix.
For trace class operators T P T1pHmq, the quantum characteristic function χT : Cm Ñ C is
given by
χT pzq ..“ Tr rT Dpzqs . (17)
Conversely, the operator T can be reconstructed from χT via the weakly defined identity
T “
ż
d2mz
pim
χT pzqDp´zq . (18)
Observe that the adjoint T : of T satisfies χT :pzq “ χT p´zq˚ for all z P Cm, so that T is self-adjoint
if and only if χT p´zq ” χT pzq˚. The characteristic function χT of a trace class operator T is
bounded and uniformly continuous [58, § 5.4]. If T is positive semi-definite (e.g. if T is a density
operator), then maxα |χT pαq| “ χT p0q “ TrrT s.
We write |ψf y to denote the pure state corresponding to the wave function f P L2pRmq, so that
the corresponding rank-one state ψf ..“ |ψf yxψf | has the following characteristic function:
χψf pzq “ e´iz
ᵀ
I zR
ż
dmx f˚pxq f`x´?2zR˘ e?2 i zᵀIx , (19)
6 While not all products of unitaries of the form e´iHquad can be written as a single exponential, two such factors
always suffice. See [56, p.37], combined with [56, Propositions 2.12, 2.18, and 2.19] and with the observation that
the exponential Lie map of the unitary group is surjective.
10
where as usual z “ zR ` izI .
The Fourier transform of the characteristic function is known as the Wigner function. For a
trace class operator T , the Wigner function is given by [59, Eq. (4.5.12) and (4.5.19)]
WT pzq ..“
ż
d2mw
pi2m
χT pwq ezᵀw˚´z:w (20)
“ 2
m
pim
Tr
”
Dp´zqTDpzq p´1q
ř
j a
:
jaj
ı
. (21)
Observe that WT :pzq “ WT pzq˚, so that T is self-adjoint if and only if WT pzq P R for all z P Cm.
From (21) it is not difficult to see that |WT pzq| ď 2mpim }T }1, where }T }1 “ Tr |T | reduces to 1 when
T is a density operator. By taking the Fourier transform of (19), one can show that
Wψf pzq “
2
pi
ż
dmx f˚
`
x`?2zR
˘
f
`´ x`?2zR˘ e2?2 i zᵀIx . (22)
Moreover, the energy of any density matrix, ρ, can be obtained as a phase space integralż
d2mz }z}2Wρpzq “ Tr
”
ρ
´
Hm ` m
2
I
¯ı
(23)
The displacement operator Dpzq induces a translation or displacement of the Wigner function
as follows, hence the nomenclature:
χDpzq ρDpzq:puq “ ez:u´zᵀu˚χρpuq , WDpzq ρDpzq:puq “Wρpu´ zq . (24)
The map T ÞÑ χT , defined for trace class operators T in (17), extends uniquely to an iso-
morphism between the space of Hilbert–Schmidt operators and that of square-integrable functions
L2pCmq. In fact, the quantum Plancherel theorem guarantees that this is also an isometry, namely
TrrS:T s “
ż
d2mz
pim
χSpzq˚ χT pzq “ pim
ż
d2mzWSpzq˚WT pzq (25)
and therefore
}ρ´ σ}22 “
ż
d2mz
pim
|χρpzq ´ χσpzq|2 “ pim
ż
d2mz pWρpzq ´Wσpzqq2 . (26)
Henceforth, we refer to (26) as the quantum Plancherel identity.
Gaussian states on Hm are the density operators ρ P DpHmq such that Wρpzq is a Gaussian
probability distribution on the real space pzR, zIq P R2m and are uniquely defined by their first and
second moments. A particularly simple example of a single-mode Gaussian state is a thermal state
with mean photon number N P r0,8q, given by
τN ..“ 1
N ` 1
8ÿ
n“0
ˆ
N
N ` 1
˙n
|nyxn| . (27)
The thermal state is the maximiser of the entropy among all states with a fixed maximum average
energy:
max
 
Spρq : ρ P DpH1q, Tr
“
ρ a:a
‰ ď N( “ SpτN q “ gpNq (28)
for all N ě 0, where the function g is defined by
gpxq ..“ px` 1q logpx` 1q ´ x log x . (29)
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The characteristic function and Wigner function of the thermal state evaluate to [59, Eq. (4.4.21)
and (4.5.31)]
χτN pzq “ e´p2N`1q|z|
2{2 , WτN pzq “
2
pip2N ` 1q e
´2|z|2{p2N`1q , (30)
respectively, so that τN is easily seen to be a centred Gaussian state.
C. Moments
Definition 1 (Standard Moments). An m-mode quantum state ρ is said to have finite standard
moments of order up to k, for some k P r0,8q, if
Mkpρq ..“ Tr
”
ρHk{2m
ı
ă 8 , (31)
where Hm is the canonical Hamiltonian (14), and the above trace is defined as in (1).
Remark. The above condition is fairly easy to check once the matrix representation of ρ in the
Fock basis is given. Namely, resorting to (1) and exchanging the order of summation for infinite
series with non-negative terms, we see that (31) is equivalent to
Mkpρq “
ÿ
nPNm0
pm` |n|qk{2xn|ρ|ny ă 8 , (32)
where as usual |n| “ řj nj .
Given k ą 0 and m P N, we can also define, by analogy with classical harmonic analysis, the
m-mode bosonic Sobolev space of order k as follows
Wk,1pHmq ..“
!
X P T1 pHmq ; }X}Wk,1pHmq ă 8
)
,
where as usual Hm “ L2pRmq. Here, we set
}X}Wk,1pHmq ..“
›››pHm `mIqk{4 X pHm `mIqk{4›››
1
,
with the canonical Hamiltonian on m modes being defined by (14). For density operators ρ it
holds, using monotone convergence and cyclicity of the trace, that
}ρ}Wk,1pHmq “ sup
E
Tr
”
1lr0,EspHmq pHm `mIqk{4 ρ pHm `mIqk{4 1lr0,EspHmq
ı
“ sup
E
Tr
”
ρ pHm `mIqk{2 1lr0,EspHmq
ı
“ Tr
”
ρ pHm `mIqk{2
ı (33)
where 1lr0,Es is the indicator function of the interval r0, Es.
It is well known that the characteristic function of any classical random variable with finite
moments of order up to k (with k being a positive integer) is continuously differentiable k times
everywhere. We can draw inspiration from this fact to devise an alternative way to introduce
moments, relying on the regularity of the quantum characteristic function, in the quantum setting
as well. We refer to moments defined in this manner as phase space moments.
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Definition 2 (Phase space moments). An m-mode quantum state ρ is said to have finite phase
space moments of order up to k, for some k P r0,8q, if
M 1kpρ, εq ..“ }χρ}CkpBp0,εqq ă 8 (34)
for some ε ą 0, where Bp0, εq ..“ tz P Cm : |z| ď εu is the Euclidean ball of radius ε centred in 0,
and the norm on the space Ck pBp0, εqq is defined by (5) and (6).
In complete analogy with the classical case, finiteness of standard moments implies local dif-
ferentiability of the characteristic function, and hence finiteness of phase space moments. See
Theorem 9 of Section IV.
However, the converse is not true in general. This is not surprising, as the same phe-
nomenon is observed for classical random variables. In fact, a famous example by Zygmund
[60] shows the existence of classical random variables with continuously differentiable charac-
teristic function whose first absolute moments do not exist. We can swiftly carry over his
example to the quantum realm, e.g. by considering a particular displaced vacuum state ρ ..“
c
ř8
n“2 1n2 logn
`
Dpnq |0yx0|Dpnq: `Dpnq: |0yx0|Dpnq˘. One can show that its characteristic func-
tion is χρpzq “ e´|z|2 ř8n“2 cosp2nzIqn2 logn , which turns out to be continuously differentiable everywhere
[60]. However,
Trrρ|x|s ě c
8ÿ
n“2
1
n2 log n
2
?
2n “ `8,
which implies that ρ has no finite first-order moments (see Lemma 24).
In spite of the above counterexample, we show in Theorem 28 that at least if k is an even
integer, then the existence of kth order phase space moment implies the existence of the kth order
standard moment. Again, this is in total analogy with the classical case [61, Theorem 1.8.16].
Remark: Due to the above, for even k, we simply use the word moment in the statements of
our theorems, instead of differentiating between standard moments and phase space moments.
D. Quantum convolution
A beam splitter with transmissivity λ P r0, 1s acting on two sets of m modes is a particular type
of a passive symplectic unitary, which we express as7
Uλ ..“ exp
”´
arccos
?
λ
¯ÿ
j
pa:jbj ´ ajb:jq
ı
, (35)
where aj and bj (j “ 1, . . . ,m) are the creation operators of the first and second sets of modes,
respectively. Its action on annihilation operators can be represented as follows
UλajU
:
λ “
?
λ aj ´
?
1´ λ bj , UλbjU :λ “
?
1´ λ aj `
?
λ bj @j P t1, ..,mu. (36)
Accordingly, displacement operators are transformed by
Uλ pDpzq bDpwqqU :λ “ D
´?
λz `?1´ λw
¯
bD
´
´?1´ λ z ` ?λw
¯
. (37)
7 Tensor products are omitted here.
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The beam splitter unitary can be used to define the following (λ-dependent) quantum convolu-
tion: for two m-mode quantum states ρ, σ and λ P r0, 1s, their (λ-dependent) quantum convolution
is given by the state ρλ σ which is defined according to [62] as
ρλ σ ..“ Tr2
”
Uλpρb σqU :λ
ı
. (38)
In terms of characteristic functions, this definition corresponds to
χρλσpzq “ χρ
´?
λ z
¯
χσ
´?
1´ λ z
¯
. (39)
It is not difficult to verify that for all symplectic unitaries V and all λ P r0, 1s, the beam splitter
unitary Uλ of (35) satisfies rV b V, Uλs “ 0. In particular,
V pρλ σqV : “ pV ρV :qλ pV σV :q (40)
for any state σ. Also, using (36) it can be shown that the mean photon number of a quantum
convolution is just the convex combination of those of the input states, i.e.
Tr rpρλ σqHms “ λTr rρHms ` p1´ λqTr rσHms , (41)
where the canonical Hamiltonian is defined by (14).
For all m-mode quantum states σ and all λ P r0, 1s, we can use the corresponding convolution
to define a quantum channel Nσ,λ : T1pH1q Ñ T1pH1q, whose action is given by
Nσ,λpρq ..“ ρλ σ . (42)
When σ “ τN is a thermal state (with mean photon number N), the channel NτN ,λ “.. EN,λ is
called a thermal attenuator channel. Its action, obtained by combining (39) and (30), is given by
EN,λ : χρpzq ÞÝÑ χEN,λpρqpzq ..“ χρ
´?
λ z
¯
e´
1´λ
2
p2N`1q|z|2 . (43)
For the thermal attenuator channel, the energy-constrained classical capacity (defined in (12)) can
be shown to reduce to can be shown to be given by [37, 38]
C pEN,λ, Eq “ g pλE ` p1´ λqNq ´ g pp1´ λqNq , (44)
where g is given by (29).
In what follows, we will be interested in the symmetric quantum convolutions ρ1  . . .  ρn,
iteratively defined for a positive integer n and states ρ1, . . . , ρn, by the relations ρ σ ..“ ρ1{2 σ
and
ρ1  . . . ρn ..“ pρ1  . . . ρn´1q1´1{n ρn . (45)
We will also use the shorthand
ρn ..“ ρ . . . ρlooooomooooon
n times
. (46)
In terms of characteristic and Wigner functions, we can also write
χρ1 ... ρnpzq “ χρ1
`
z{?n˘ . . . χρn `z{?n˘ , (47)
Wρ1 ... ρnpzq “ nm pWρ1 ‹ . . . ‹Wρnq
`?
nz
˘
. (48)
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Here, ‹ denotes convolution, which is defined for n functions f1, . . . , fn : Cm Ñ R by
pf1 ‹ . . . ‹ fnqpxq ..“
ż
dmy1 . . . d
myn´1 f1py1q . . . fn´1pyn´1qfn px´ y1 ´ . . .´ yn´1q (49)
Equation (47) shows that the quantum characteristic function of the symmetric quantum convo-
lution satisfies the same scaling property as a sum of classical i.i.d. (independent and identically
distributed) random variables. The important special case ρi ” ρ of (47) for all i P ti, 2, . . . , nu,
on which we will focus most of our efforts, reads
χρnpzq “ χρ
`
z{?n˘n . (50)
Iterating (40), using (45), shows that
V
`
ρn
˘
V : “ pV ρV :qn (51)
holds for all symplectic unitaries V .
III. CUSHEN AND HUDSON’S QUANTUM CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
In [2], Cushen and Hudson proved the following quantum mechanical analogue of the central
limit theorem, which is the starting point of our study.
Theorem 3 [2, Theorem 1]. Let ρ P DpHmq be a centred m-mode quantum state with finite second
moments. Then the sequence pρnqnPN converges weakly to the Gaussian state ρG of same first and
second moments as ρ:
Tr
“
ρnX
‰ ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 Tr rρGXs , @ X P BpHq , (52)
where BpHmq is the set of bounded operators on Hm.
Remark. The state ρG is commonly called the Gaussification of ρ.
In fact, the proof of Theorem 3 relies on the equivalence between weak convergence of states
and pointwise convergence of their characteristic functions. More precisely, the following holds:
Lemma 4 ([27, Lemma 4.3] and [28, Lemma 4]). Let pρnqnPN be a sequence of density operators
on Hm. The following are equivalent:
• pρnqnPN converges to a density operator in the weak operator topology, namely, it holds that
limnÑ8 xx|ρn|yy “ xx|ρ|yy for all |xy , |yy P Hm;
• pρnqnPN converges in trace distance to a trace class operator;
• the sequence pχρnqnPN of characteristic functions converges pointwise to a function that is
continuous at 0.
Together, the above lemma and Theorem 3 allow us to conclude the following seemingly stronger
convergence:
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, we have that
lim
nÑ8
››ρn ´ ρG››1 “ 0 . (53)
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IV. MAIN RESULTS
The main objective of this paper is to refine Theorem 5 of the previous section in the following
directions:
• Firstly, in the case in which the state ρ satisfies the conditions of the Cushen–Husdon the-
orem, we provide quantitative bounds on the rate at which the sequence of states pρnqnPN
converges to ρG, under the assumption of finiteness of certain phase space moments of ρ.
We also show how finiteness of phase space moments is implied by finiteness of the corre-
sponding standard moments, the latter having the advantage of being a more easily verifiable
condition. Moreover, we show that finiteness of even integer phase space moments implies
finiteness of even integer standard moments (Section IV A).
• Secondly, we provide an example to show that the assumption that the second moments be
finite in the Cushen–Hudson theorem cannot be weakened (Section IV B).
• Thirdly, we extend our results to the non-i.i.d. setting, i.e. we consider a scaling in the
quantum convolution different from (45). This allows us to analyse the propagation of states
through cascades of beam splitters with varying transmissivities (Section IV C).
• Finally, we provide a precise asymptotic analysis of the behaviour of quantum characteristic
functions at zero and at infinity (Section IV D).
A. Quantitative bounds in the QCLT
In this section, we state our results on rates of convergence in the Cushen–Hudson quantum
central limit theorem. We call them quantum Berry–Esseen theorems, as is customary in the
literature. Our first theorem provides convergence rates O
`
n´1{2
˘
in the quantum central limit
theorem under a fourth-order moment condition. The rate of convergence is boosted to O
`
n´1
˘
if
the third derivative of the characteristic function at zero vanishes:
Theorem 6 (Quantum Berry–Esseen theorem; High regularity). Let ρ be a centred m-mode quan-
tum state with finite fourth-order phase space moments. Then, the convergence in the quantum
central limit theorem in Hilbert–Schmidt norm satisfies››ρn ´ ρG››2 “ OM 14 ´n´1{2¯ . (54)
Here, M 14 “ M 14pρ, εq is the moment defined in (34), and ε ą 0 is sufficiently small. Moreover, if
D3χρp0q “ 0 then the convergence is at least with rate OM 14
`
n´1
˘
.
The proof of Theorem 6 is provided in Section VI. In the next Theorem, we weaken the as-
sumption on the moments of the state ρ, which leads to a slower rate of convergence.
Theorem 7 (Quantum Berry–Esseen theorem; Low regularity). Let ρ be a centred m-mode quan-
tum state with finite p2` αq-order phase space moments, where α P p0, 1s. The convergence in the
quantum central limit theorem in Hilbert–Schmidt norm is given by
}ρn ´ ρG}2 “ OM 12`α
´
n´α{2
¯
.
Here, M 12`α “ M 12`αpρ, εq is the phase space moment defined in (34), and ε ą 0 is sufficiently
small.
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The proof of Theorem 7 is provided in Section VI. The variable α allows us to obtain a conver-
gence rate under the assumption of finiteness of phase space moments of order all the way down to 2
(excluded), which is the assumption required in the Cushen–Hudson QCLT. The above results can
further be used to find convergence rates in other, statistically more relevant, distance measures:
Corollary 8 (Convergence in trace distance and relative entropy). Assume that an m-mode quan-
tum state ρ has finite third-order phase space moments. Then,››ρn ´ ρG››1 “ OM 13 ´n´ 12pm`1q¯ , D `ρn››ρG˘ “ OM 13 ´n´ 12pm`1q¯ , (55)
where M 13 “ M 13pρ, εq is defined in (34), and ε ą 0 is sufficiently small. The above rates are
replaced by OM 12`α
`
n´α{p2m`2q
˘
when ρ only satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7.
The proof of this Corollary is given in Section VI.
Remark (Condition on the existence of moments). The error bounds in Theorems 6 and 7 are
stated in terms of assumptions on the phase space moments M 1k given by (34), of the state. It is
possible to bound the phase space moments M 1k directly in terms of the standard moments Mk
defined in (31). This is stated in the following Theorem, whose proof is given in Appendices A–C
Theorem 9. Let k P r0,8q, m a positive integer, and ε ą 0 be given. Then every m-mode quantum
state with finite standard moments of order up to k also has finite phase space moments of the same
order. More precisely, there is a constant ck,mpεq ă 8 such that
M 1kpρ, εq “ }χρ}CkpBp0,εqq ď ck,mpεqMkpρq . (56)
Conversely, if the characteristic function is 2k times totally differentiable at z “ 0 for some
integer k, then the 2kth standard moment is finite as well.
The importance of Theorem 9 for us comes from the fact that most of our proofs rest upon
local differentiability properties of the characteristic function. While mathematically useful, such
properties have no direct physical meaning and may be hard to verify in practice. Instead, the
condition of finiteness of higher-order standard moments, as given in Definition 1, bears a straight-
forward physical meaning, related to the properties of the photon number distribution of the state,
and is often easier to verify.
The key to proving Theorem 9 for fractional k lies in an interpolation argument. To state
it precisely, we briefly recall some basic facts about real interpolation theory (see [63] for more
details): given two Banach spaces pX0, }.}X0q and pX1, }.}X1q, and a parameter 0 ď θ ď 1, define
the K-function as follows:
Kpt,Xq :“ inf
X“X0`X1
`‖X0‖X0 ` t ‖X1‖X1˘ @ t ą 0, (57)
and derive from this the function ΦθpKpXqq “ suptą0 t´θKpt,Xq. The real interpolation spaces,
parametrised by θ P p0, 1q, are then defined as
pX0,X1qθ :“ tX P X0; ΦθpKpXqq ă 8u with norm ‖X‖pX0,X1qθ “ ΦθpKpXqq.
Now, given two couples of Banach spaces X0,X1 and Y0,Y1, and a map Ψ : X0 ` X1 Ñ Y0 ` Y1
such that Ψ : X0 Ñ Y0 and Ψ : X1 Ñ Y1 are bounded, the map Ψ : pX0,X1qθ Ñ pY0,Y1qθ is
bounded and:
}Ψ : pX0,X1qθ Ñ pY0,Y1qθ} ď }Ψ : X0 Ñ Y0}1´θ }Ψ : X1 Ñ Y1}θ .
We want to apply this to the map ρ ÞÑ χρ.
The following interpolation result for density operators then holds:
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Proposition 10. Let k1 ě k0 ě 0 be real numbers. The m-mode bosonic Sobolev spaces
Wk0,1pHmq and Wk1,1pHmq form a compatible couple such that for any m-mode quantum state
ρ and θ P p0, 1q the real interpolation norm satisfies
}ρ}pWk0,1pHmq,Wk1,1pHmqqθ,8 ď }ρ}Wp1´θqk0`θk1,1pHmq. (58)
The proof of Proposition 10 is stated in Appendix B.
B. Optimality of convergence rates and necessity of finite second moments in the QCLT
The results stated in the previous section lead naturally to the following questions:
(i) Can the assumption of finiteness of second moments in the Cushen–Hudson theorem be
weakened?
(ii) Are the convergence rates of Theorems 6 and 7 and Corollary 8 optimal?
We start by answering the first question in the negative: there exists a state with finite moments
of all orders 2p1´ δq (for δ ą 0) for which neither Theorem 3 nor Theorem 5 holds.
Proposition 11. Consider the one-mode state ψf ..“ |ψf yxψf | with wave function
fpxq ..“ 1?
2
1
p1` x2q3{4 . (59)
Then: (a) ψf is centred; (b) M2p1´δqpψf q “ xψf |paa:q1´δ|ψf y ă 8 for all δ ą 0; yet (c) the sequence`|ψf yxψf |‘n˘n does not converge to any quantum state. Hence, the assumption of finiteness of
second moments in the Cushen–Hudson QCLT (Theorems 3 and 5) cannot be weakened.
The proof of the above proposition is given in Section VII.
We now come to the second question (ii) regarding tightness of the estimates in Theorems 6
and 7 and Corollary 8. In Section VII below, we study several explicit examples and provide
convincing numerical evidence that our estimates are indeed tight, at least as far as the Hilbert–
Schmidt convergence rates are concerned. Our findings are summarised as follows.
• We start by looking at the pure state |ψy “ p|0y ` |3yq{?2, with density matrix ψ “ |ψyxψ|
and thermal Gaussification ψG “ τ3{2. Our findings indicate that
››ψn ´ ψG››2 „ c n´1{2,
in the sense that the ratio between the two sides tends to 1 as n Ñ 8, for some absolute
constant c (Example 5 and Figure 4). Hence, the Opn´1{2q convergence rate of Theorem 7
is attained.
• Next, we focus on the second estimate of Theorem 6, and show that it is also tight. Namely,
we compute the differences
››ψn ´ ψG››α for the simple case of a single-photon state ψ “
|1yx1| and for α “ 1, 2, and find numerical evidence that again ››ψn ´ ψG››α „ c n´1 for some
absolute constant c (Example 4 and Figure 4). This shows that the Opn´1q convergence rate
stated in Theorem 6, under the assumption that D3χρp0q “ 0, is also attained.
C. Applications to capacity of cascades of beam splitters with non-Gaussian environment
We now discuss applications of our results to the study of channels that arise naturally in the
analysis of lossy optical fibres. We model a physical fibre of overall transmissivity λ as a cascade
of n beam splitters, in each of which the signal state ω is mixed via an elementary beam splitter of
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transmissivity λ1{n with a fixed state ρ, modelling the environmental noise (Figure 2). Each step
corresponds to the action of the channelNρ, λ1{n : ω ÞÑ ωλ1{n ρ (cf. the definition (42)), so that the
whole cascade can be represented by the n-fold composition Nnρ, λ1{n . Note that this is in general a
non-Gaussian channel, albeit it is Gaussian dilatable [28, 64]. We are interested in the asymptotic
expression of the output state Nnρ, λ1{npωq as the number n tends to infinity, as a function of the
input state ω. In other words, we want to study the asymptotic channel limnÑ8Nnρ, λ1{n .
At this point, it should not come as a surprise that such a channel exists and coincides with
NρG, λ.
Before we see why, let us justify why the above model may be relevant to applications. The
recently flourishing field of integrated quantum photonics sets as its goal that of implementing
universal quantum computation on miniaturised optical chips [29, 30, 65, 66]. A quantum channel
that runs across such a circuit is susceptible to noise generated by other active elements of the
same circuit, e.g. single-photon sources. While we expect such noise to be far from thermal, it may
become so in the limit n Ñ 8 of many interactions. In a regime where n is finite, albeit large,
our setting will thus be the appropriate one. The forthcoming Corollary 13 allows us to study the
classical and quantum capacity of the effective channel in such a regime.
Let us note in passing that the cascade architecture we are investigating now, in spite of some
apparent resemblance, is different from that depicted in Figure 1b. While we regard the former as
more operationally motivated, the latter is mathematically convenient, as the transmissivities are
tuned in such a way as to yield the symmetric convolution ρn at the output.
⇢
 1/n
⇢
 1/n
⇢
 1/n
!
n
Nn⇢, 1/n(!)
FIG. 2: An input state ω enters an optical fibre modelled by a cascade of n beam splitters with
equal transmissivities λ1{n and environment states ρ.
Theorem 12 (Approximation of thermal attenuators channels by cascades of beam splitters). Let
ρ be a centred m-mode quantum state with finite third-order phase space moments M 13, cf. (34),
and denote by ρG its Gaussification. Then,›››Nnρ, λ1{n ´NρG, λ›››˛ “ OM 13 ´n´ 12pm`1q¯ ,
where } ¨ }˛ stands for the diamond norm (11).
One can further make use of the recently derived continuity bounds under input energy con-
straints [33–36] in order to find bounds on capacities of the cascade channelNnρ, λ1{n in the physically
relevant case where the Gaussification ρG of ρ is a thermal state.
8
8 This amounts to assuming that ρ can be brought to its so-called Williamson form (see (70) of Section VI) by a
passive symplectic unitary only.
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Corollary 13. Consider a single-mode quantum state ρ with finite third-order phase space moments
M 13 (cf. (34)) and thermal Gaussification ρG “ τN as in (27). Then, for λ P r0, 1s, mean photon
number N ..“ Tr “ρ a:a‰ ă 8, and some input energy E ą 0, the energy-constrained classical and
quantum capacity of the cascade channel Nnρ, λ1{n relative to the canonical Hamiltonian a
:a satisfyˇˇˇ
C
`
Nnρ, λ1{n , E
˘´ gpλE ` p1´ λqNq ` gpp1´ λqNqˇˇˇ ď ∆cpn;N,M 13, λ, Eq (60)
and ˇˇˇ
Q
`
Nnρ, λ1{n , E
˘´Q`EN,λ, E˘ˇˇˇ ď ∆qpn;N,M 13, λ, Eq , (61)
where gpxq ..“ px` 1q logpx` 1q ´ x log x (as in (29)), and Q`EN,λ, E˘ is the quantum capacity of
the thermal attenuator.9
The remainder terms are such that
∆cpn;N,M 13, λ, Eq ď CpM 13qn´1{4 log n ,
∆qpn;N,M 13, λ, Eq ď CpM 13qn´1{8 log n .
(62)
for some constant C “ CpM 13q and all sufficiently large n ě n0 pλE ` p1´ λqN,M 13q.
The proofs of Theorem 12 and Corollary 13 are postponed to Section VIII.
D. New results on quantum characteristic functions
In this subsection we state our refined asymptotic analysis of the decay of quantum characteristic
functions that we employ in the proofs of our main theorems. For arbitrary quantum states, we
have the following asymptotic result on the quantum characteristic function at infinity. It states
that the quantum characteristic function can, in absolute value, only attain the value one at zero
and decays to zero at infinity. Both these properties do not hold for general classical random
variables, see Section V B.
Proposition 14. The quantum characteristic function of an m-mode quantum state ρ is a con-
tinuous function that is arbitrarily small in absolute value outside of a sufficiently large compact
set, i.e. χρ belongs to the Banach space C0pCmq of asymptotically vanishing functions. Moreover,
for any ε ą 0 we have
max
zPCmzBp0,εq
|χρpzq| ă 1, (63)
where Bp0, εq ..“ tz P Cm : |z| ď εu denotes a Euclidean ball of radius ε centred at the origin.
The proof of Proposition 14 is given in Section V B. Interestingly, we can obtain a much more
refined asymptotic on the decay of quantum characteristic functions if we assume that the state
has finite second order moments.
Proposition 15. Let ρ be an m-mode state with finite average energy E ..“ Tr “ρ `Hm ` m2 I˘ ‰,
where we have explicitly accounted for the non-zero energy of the vacuum state. Then, for all
z P Cm and all δ P r0, 1s it holds that
|χρpzq| ď 1´ p1´ δq
3δ2m´1 pp2m` 1q!!q2
6 ¨ 24m ¨ E2m´1 min
"
|z|2, pi
2δ
4E
*
. (64)
The proof of Proposition 15 is given in Section V B.
9 An analytical formula for this quantity is currently not known. We report the best lower [39, 45] and upper [40–44]
bounds known to date in (114)–(115) and (116)–(118), respectively. These results can be used together with (61)
to find bounds on Q
`
Nnρ, λ1{n , E
˘
.
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V. NEW RESULTS ON QUANTUM CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS: PROOFS
Quantum characteristic functions constitute a central tool in our approach. Therefore, the first
step in our path towards the quantum Berry–Esseen theorems is to prove the results stated in
Section IV D. The structure of this section is as follows:
• Quantum–classical correspondence: We derive a quantum–classical correspondence of the
central limit theorems by showing that the quantum convolution of two arbitrary density
operators naturally induces a classical random variable (Section V A).
• Decay bounds: We derive new decay estimates and asymptotic properties of the quantum
characteristic function at infinity (Section V B).
A. Quantum–classical correspondence
In this section we show that the quantum convolution ρ  σ of any two states ρ and σ has a
non-negative Wigner function. While the mathematics behind this is known (see e.g. [67, Propo-
sition (1.99)], [2, Proposition 5], and [68, Eq. (8)]), we believe that its physical implications have
not been appreciated to the extent they deserve.
Lemma 16. Let ρ and σ be arbitrary m-mode quantum states. Then the Wigner function of their
convolution ρ σ defined by (38), with λ “ 1{2, is given by
Wρσpzq “ 2
m
pim
Tr
”
ρD
`?
2z
˘
JσJD
`?
2z
˘:ı
, (65)
where J ..“ p´1q
ř
j a
:
jaj is the unitary and self-adjoint operator that implements a phase space
inversion (in the sense of eq. (67) below). In particular,
Wρσpzq ě 0 @ z P Cm . (66)
Proof. We start by verifying that J actually corresponds to a phase space inversion, in the sense
that
WJρJpzq “Wρp´zq (67)
for all m-mode quantum states ρ and all z P Cm. This follows from the easily verified fact that
JajJ “ ´aj for all j, which also implies that JDpzqJ “ Dp´zq. In fact, using (21) we find that
WJρJpzq “ 2
m
pim
Tr rDp´zqJρJDpzq Js “ 2
m
pim
Tr rJDpzqρDp´zqs “Wρp´zq .
We now compute
Wρσpzq(48)“ 2m pWρ ‹Wσq
´?
2z
¯
(49)“ 2m
ż
d2muWρpuqWσ
´?
2z ´ u
¯
(67)“ 2m
ż
d2muWρpuqWJσJ
´
u´?2z
¯
(24)“ 2m
ż
d2muWρpuqW
Dp?2zqJσJDp?2zq: puq
(25)“ 2
m
pim
Tr
”
ρD
`?
2z
˘
JσJD
`?
2z
˘:ı
.
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The above equalities are labelled by the equation numbers corresponding to the identities that
justify them.
Remark. It is not difficult to see that λ “ 1{2 is the only special value for which Lemma 16
can hold, i.e. such that Wρλσpzq ě 0 for all m-mode states ρ, σ and for all z P Cm. To see
why, consider the case where m “ 1 and ρ, σ are the first two Fock states. The action of the
beam splitter unitary on the annihilation operators, as expressed by (36), leads to the identity
|0yx0| λ |1yx1| “ λ |0yx0| ` p1 ´ λq |1yx1|. Using the expression for the Wigner function of Fock
states [59, Eq. (4.5.31)], we see that
W|0yx0|λ|1yx1|pzq “Wλ|0yx0|`p1´λq|1yx1|pzq “
2
pi
e´2|z|2
`
λ´ p1´ λq `1´ 4|z|2˘˘ .
Hence, W|0yx0|λ|1yx1|p0q ă 0 as soon as 0 ď λ ă 1{2. For 1{2 ă λ ď 1, we arrive at the same
conclusion by looking at the state |1yx1|λ|0yx0| “ |0yx0|1´λ|1yx1|, obtained by sending λ ÞÑ 1´λ.
We proceed by showing how the above result bridges the gap between classical and quantum
central limit theorems. We now fix an m-mode quantum state ρ, and notice that ρ2n “ pρρqn.
Consider the probability density function fX ..“Wρ ρ ě 0, where positivity holds by (66). Let X
be a random variable with density fX . The mean and covariance matrix of X coincide with those
of ρρ, which are in turn the same as those of ρ. Hence, at the level of Gaussifications, fG “WρG .
We write for an i.i.d. family of random variables Xi with law fX
Wρ2npuq “Wpρ ρqnpuq
1“ nmW ‹nρ ρ
`?
nu
˘
“ nmf‹nX
`?
nu
˘
2“ fpX1`...`Xnq{?npuq
where 1 follows from (48) and 2 follows from the change of variables u ÞÑ ?nu. This implies by
applying the classical and quantum Plancherel identities (26) that››ρ2n ´ ρG››22 “ pi´m ››χρ2n ´ χρG››2L2pR2mq
“ pim ››Wρ2n ´WρG››2L2pR2mq
“ pim
›››fpX1`...`Xnq{?n ´ fG›››2L2pR2mq
(68)
which shows that the QCLT is equivalent to a certain CLT for classical i.i.d. random variables. The
problem with this approach is that the right classical tool to use here would be an estimate on the
rate of convergence of pX1` . . .`Xnq{?n to the normal variable XG with respect to the L2 norm.
However, it is known that convergence fails to hold in general, and even under some finiteness of
moments assumption there does not seem to be a readily available result in the literature, that is
powerful enough to be successfully employed here. Therefore, we do not pursue this route further
here.
B. Decay estimates on the quantum characteristic function
Before studying the rate of convergence in the quantum central limit theorem, we show that
quantum characteristic functions have the so-called strict non-lattice property. To motivate this
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property, we start by recalling some basic properties of characteristic functions from classical
probability theory.
The characteristic function χclX of a classical random variable X always attains the value one at
zero. However, it can also attain the value one, in absolute value, at any other point. The random
variables that exhibit this latter behaviour are precisely those that are lattice-distributed;10 see also
[69, Section 3.5]. Examples include the Dirac, Bernoulli, geometric and Poisson distributions.
Knowing that
ˇˇ
χclXptq
ˇˇ ă 1 for all values t ‰ 0 however does not imply that lim suptÑ8 ˇˇχclXptqˇˇ ă
1. This latter condition is known as the strict non-lattice property of a random variable. An
example of a non-lattice distributed random variable which does not satisfy the strict non-lattice
property is as follows.
Example 1 [69, Section 3.5]. Consider an enumeration of the positive rationals q1, q2, ... P Q`
with qi ď i and a non-lattice random variable X defined by
PpX “ qnq “ PpX “ ´qnq “ 2´pn`1q.
One easily shows that the characteristic function of the random variable X is given by χclXptq “ř8
i“1
cosptqiq
2i
. One has lim suptÑ8
ˇˇ
χclXptq
ˇˇ “ 1.
We now show the surprising fact that quantum characteristic functions do not exhibit this some-
what pathological behaviour. Instead, for any quantum state ρ it holds that lim sup|z|Ñ8 |χρpzq| “
0, as the proof of Proposition 14 below shows.
Proof of Proposition 14. Thanks to the spectral theorem and by the dominated convergence the-
orem, it suffices to prove that lim|z|Ñ8 χψf pzq “ 0 for all wave function f P L2pRmq, where
ψf ..“ |ψf yxψf |, and |ψf y is the pure state with wave function f . We rephrase this as the require-
ment that χψf belongs to the Banach space C0 pCmq, where the norm on C0 pCmq is the supremum
norm.
We consider smooth compactly supported functions f first. For such functions, the claim follows
by combining (i) Eq. (19); (ii) the fact that f is normalised, i.e.
ş
dmx|fpxq|2 “ 1; and (iii) the
Riemann–Lebesgue lemma. For general f P L2pRmq, the result then follows by a density argument:
for an arbitrary f P L2pRmq there is a sequence of smooth and compactly supported functions
fn P C8c pRmq converging to f P L2pRmq, so that
sup
zPCm
ˇˇ`
χψfn ´ χψf
˘ pzqˇˇ
“ sup
zPCm
|xψfn |Dpzq|ψfny ´ xψf |Dpzq|ψf y|
ď sup
zPCm
!
|xψfn |Dpzq|ψfny ´ xψfn |Dpzq|ψf y| ` |xψfn |Dpzq|ψf y ´ xψf |Dpzq|ψf y|
)
ď 2 }|ψfny ´ |ψf y} “ 2 }fn ´ f}L2pRmq ÝÝÝÑnÑ8 0.
Since C0pCmq is a Banach space and χψfn P C0pCmq, this implies that also the limit χψf P C0pCmq.
Thus, to complete the proof of (63) it suffices to show that for every ε ą 0 and any z P CmzBp0, εq
one has that
ˇˇ
χψf pzq
ˇˇ ă 1. If this were not the case, then |ψf y would be an eigenvector of the
displacement operator Dpzq. This is well known to be impossible, see e.g. [28, Lemma 10].
10 These are discrete random variables with probability distributions supported on a lattice.
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For a given state ρ and some fixed ε ą 0, Proposition 14 tells us that there exists a constant
ηpρ, εq ă 1 such that maxzPCmzBp0,εq |χρpzq| ď ηpρ, εq (cf. (63)). However, the problem of character-
ising the quantity ηpρ, εq in terms of some physically meaningful property of the state ρ remains.
To this end, a natural candidate turns out to be the energy of the state. To see why this is the
case, consider the following simple example.
Example 2 (Squeezed states). For every z P Cm and every δ P p0, 1q there is a (Gaussian) state
ρG of mean photon number Tr rρGHms ď t28 ln 1
1´δ
´ 14 such that |χρGpzq| ě 1´ δ.
To see that this is the case, up to the application of passive symplectic unitaries, it suffices to
consider the case z “ pt, 0, . . . , 0q, where t ą 0. Consider the ‘squeezed’ Gaussian state defined by
the characteristic function
χρGpzq ..“ e´
η
2
p<z1q2´ 12η p=z1q2´ 12
ř
ją1 |zj |2 , (69)
where we set η ..“ min
!
2
t2
ln 11´δ , 1
)
ą 0. The mean photon number of ρG is well known to be
given by Tr rρGHms “ 14
´
η ` 1η
¯
´ 12 ď 14η ´ 14 , where we used the fact that η ď 1.
The above example shows that any estimate on ηpρ, εq can be reasonably expected to depend
on the energy. We now show that our preliminary work on the quantum–classical correspondence
allows us to derive a general upper estimate for |χρpzq| at any designated point z P Cm in terms of
the energy of the state ρ. For this purpose, we draw upon some important mathematical results
from the well-developed theory of classical characteristic functions. Proposition 15, whose proof
we present now, implies e.g. that for a one-mode state ρ, we can take ηpρ, εq “ 1´ cE min
 
ε2, CE
(
,
where E is the energy of ρ, and c, C are universal constants.
Proof of Proposition 15. Denoting as usual with |z| the Euclidean norm (4) of z P Cm, we write
the following chain of inequalities.
|χρpzq| 1“
ˇˇˇ
χρ ρ
´?
2z
¯ˇˇˇ1{2
2“
ˇˇˇ
χclXpρ ρq
´?
2z
¯ˇˇˇ1{2
3ď
˜
1´ 2p1´ δq
3δ2m´1 pp2m` 1q!!q2
3 ¨ 24m ¨ E2m´1 min
"
|z|2, pi
2δ
4E
*¸1{2
4ď 1´ 2p1´ δq
3δ2m´1 pp2m` 1q!!q2
6 ¨ 24m ¨ E2m´1 min
"
|z|2, pi
2δ
4E
*
.
Here, 1 is an application of the quantum convolution rule (cf. the n “ 2 case of (50)). In 2 we intro-
duced the classical random vector Xpρρq taking values in Cm, with probability distribution given
by the Wigner function Wρ ρ, which is everywhere non-negative by Lemma 16. The inequality in 3,
which is the non-trivial one, follows from [61, Corollary 2.7.2]: we set a ..“ supzPCmWρ ρpzq ď 2mpim ,
with the latter estimate coming from (21), and α “ 2, so that
γα “ γ2 “
ż
dmz |z|2Wρ ρpzq (23)“ Tr
”
pρ ρq
´
Hm ` m
2
I
¯ı
(41)“ Tr
”
ρ
´
Hm ` m
2
I
¯ı
“.. E ;
also, we substituted m ÞÑ 2m, because our phase space Cm has real dimension 2m; finally, we used
the well-known formula Γpm` 1{2q “ ?pi 2´mp2m´ 1q!!, where p¨q!! is the bi-factorial. Lastly, the
inequality in 4 is just an application of the elementary estimate
?
1´ x ď 1´ x2 for 0 ď x ă 1.
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Remark. In [61, Section 2.7], several other estimates for
ˇˇ
χclXptq
ˇˇ
are derived. While we decided to
stick to the simplest one, as it is already very instructive, it is possible to substantially improve over
it, e.g. by resorting to non-isotropic estimates (cf. for instance [61, Theorem 2.7.14]). Notably, our
quantum–classical correspondence allows us to translate all of these inequalities to the quantum
setting, up to an irrelevant factor of 1{2 in the associated constants (see step 4 in the above proof).
We do not pursue this approach further, though we want to stress that it immediately leads to a
plethora of further results.
VI. QUANTITATIVE BOUNDS IN THE QCLT: PROOFS
In this section, we provide proofs of the convergence rates in our quantum Berry–Esseen the-
orems. We also provide proofs of some of the statements in Section IV C on the convergence rate
for cascades of beam splitters converging to thermal attenuator channels.
Outline of this section:. To fix ideas, we give a high-level outline of our proofs:
• Williamson form: We apply a suitable symplectic unitary to the state, so as to make the
Hessian of its characteristic function diagonal and larger than the identity. Subsequently, we
use the quantum Plancherel identity to express the difference of the convolved state and its
Gaussification in Hilbert–Schmidt norm as a difference of quantum characteristic functions
in L2 norm (Section VI A).
• Local-tail decomposition: We then split the integral of the L2 norm of the difference of
the quantum characteristic functions of the convolved state and the Gaussification of the
original state into a regime around zero (Lemma 17), in which we can control the behaviour
of the quantum characteristic function by its Taylor expansion, and a tail-regime in which we
estimate the difference using Proposition 14. The error in the Taylor expansion is controlled
by the phase space moments of the state, cf. Lemma 18.
• Hilbert–Schmidt convergence: We implement the above ideas to prove Theorems 6 and 7,
and Proposition 22 (Section VI B).
• Trace norm and entropic convergence: We then use the preservation of the boundedness
of the second moment under quantum convolutions to obtain a quantitative estimate of
convergence in trace distance, employing Markov’s inequality and the Gentle Measurement
Lemma [70], and in relative entropy, using entropic continuity bounds [33] (Section VI C).
• Convergence rates for cascades of beam splitters: In the final subsection, we prove the results
claimed in Section IV C, namely convergence rates for cascades of beam splitters converging
to thermal attenuator channels (Section VIII).
A. Preliminary steps
1. Williamson form
Let ρ be a centred m-mode quantum state with finite second moments, as in the Cushen–Hudson
theorem. It is known that one can find a symplectic unitary V and numbers ν1, . . . , νm ě 1 such
that
ρ1 ..“ V :ρV (70)
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satisfies
χρ1pzq “ 1´ 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2 ` o
`|z|2˘ pz Ñ 0q. (71)
With a slight abuse of terminology, we will call ρ1 the Williamson form of ρ [71]. Bringing a state
to its Williamson form allows us to assume that (i) the smallest eigenvalue of its covariance matrix
is at least one. Also, (ii) the transformation in (70) does not change the first moments of the state,
so that if ρ is centred then ρ1 remains centred. Finally, (iii) the same unitary V brings not only ρ
but also its Gaussification ρG to their Williamson forms simultaneously, so that
χρ1Gpzq “ exp
„
´1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2

, Wρ1Gpzq “
ˆ
2
pi
˙m
exp
”
´2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ı
. (72)
holds as well. Thanks to the covariance of the quantum convolution with respect to symplectic
unitaries (51), we see that ››ρn ´ ρG››2 “ ››V : `ρn ´ ρG˘V ››2
“ ››pρ1qn ´ ρ1G››2 .
Combining this with the quantum Plancherel identity (26) yields››ρn ´ ρG››22 “ ż d2mzpim ˇˇˇχpρ1qnpzq ´ χρ1Gpzqˇˇˇ2 (73)
“ pim
ż
d2mz
´
Wpρ1qnpzq ´Wρ1Gpzq
¯2
. (74)
In short, when estimating any unitarily invariant distance of ρn from its limit ρG, we can assume
without loss of generality that all states are in their Williamson forms. When the Hilbert–Schmidt
norm is employed, we can compute the distance as an L2 norm at the level of characteristic
functions, or equivalently at that of Wigner functions.
2. Local-Tail decomposition
We continue with an important technical lemma that reduces the convergence in the quantum
central limit theorem to the behaviour of the quantum characteristic function around zero.
Lemma 17. Let ρ be an m-mode quantum state with finite second-order phase space moment.
Without loss of generality, we assume that ρ is centred and in Williamson form, and that its
Gaussification ρG has characteristic function as in (72). Then for every ε ą 0 we have that››ρn ´ ρG››22 “ 1pim
ż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˇˇˇ2 `O `n´8˘ (75)
as nÑ8. If ρ has also finite third-order phase space moments, then
}ρn ´ ρG}2 ď
a
mpm` 1qpm` 2q
6
}D3χρp0q}?
n
`Opn´8q
` 1
pim{2
˜ż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ´1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘¯ˇˇˇ2¸1{2
,
(76)
where the Fre´chet derivative of χρ is defined by (3).
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Proof. The first identity (75) follows along the lines of the second one (76) and so we focus on
verifying the latter. Using the quantum Plancherel identity (26) and the relation (47), we apply
the triangle inequality and split the integration domain into two disjoint sets such that
pi
m
2 }ρn ´ ρG}2 “
ˆż
d2mz
∣∣∣χρ ´ z?n¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2∣∣∣2 ˙1{2
ď
˜ż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ´1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘¯ˇˇˇ2¸1{2
`
˜ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ´1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘¯ˇˇˇ2¸1{2
` 1?
n
˜ż
d2mz
ˇˇˇˇ
e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˆ
1
6
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘˙ˇˇˇˇ2¸1{2
.
(77)
The last term on the rightmost side of (77) can be estimated explicitly using spherical coordinates.
Namely, combining the fact that the coefficients appearing in the Williamson form satisfy νj ě 1
with the bound
ˇˇ
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘ˇˇ ď ››D3χρp0q›› |z|3, we obtain that
ż
d2mz
∣∣∣∣e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˆ16D3χρp0qpzˆ3q
˙∣∣∣∣2 ď volpS2m´1q}D3χρp0q}236
ż 8
0
dr e´r2r2m`5
“ Γ pm` 3q volpS
2m´1q
72
}D3χρp0q}2
“ pi
m
36
mpm` 1qpm` 2q }D3χρp0q}2 ,
where we used that
ş8
0 dr e
´r2r2m`5 “ Γpm`3q2 , and recalled the expression vol
`
SN´1
˘ “ 2piN{2ΓpN{2q for
the volume of the pN ´ 1q-sphere. Furthermore, the second-to-last term in (77) can be shown to
be exponentially small. In fact,ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ´1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘¯ˇˇˇ2
ď 2
ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˆˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ˇˇˇ2 ` ˇˇˇe´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ´1` |z|3
6
?
n
››D3χρp0q››¯ˇˇˇ2˙
ď 2
˜
sup
|z|ąε
|χρpzq|
¸2pn´1q ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯ˇˇˇ2
` 2
ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
´
1` |z|3
6
?
n
››D3χρp0q››¯ˇˇˇ2
“ 2nm
˜
sup
|z|ąε
|χρpzq|
¸2pn´1q ż
|u|ąε
d2mu |χρpuq|2
` 2
ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
´
1` |z|3
6
?
n
››D3χρp0q››¯ˇˇˇ2
1ď 2nm
˜
sup
|z|ąε
|χρpzq|
¸2pn´1q
` 2 vol `S2m´1˘ ż 8?
n ε
dr e´r2r2m´1
ˆ
1` r
3}D3χρp0q}
6
?
n
˙2
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2ď 2nm
˜
sup
|z|ąε
|χρpzq|
¸2pn´1q
` 4pi
m
pm´ 1q! e
´ ε2
2
n
ż 8
?
n ε
dr e´
r2
2 r2m´1
˜
1` r
3
››D3χρp0q››
6
?
n
¸2
,
where in 1 we used the fact that the L2 norm of the characteristic function is at most one and
switched to spherical coordinates to compute the second integral. In 2, instead, we estimated
e´r2 ă e´ ε22 ne´ r22 for r ą ?n ε. Note that the first addend goes to zero faster than any inverse
power of n for nÑ8 by Proposition 14. The second decays exponentially, essentially because the
integral is bounded in n (in fact, it tends to 0 as nÑ8). This concludes the proof.
The first term on the right-hand side of (76) features an explicit dependence on n, while the
second decays faster than any inverse power of n. Therefore, all that is left to do is to estimate
the third term, which can be done by looking at the behaviour of the characteristic function in
a neighbourhood of the origin. The first step in this direction, rather unsurprisingly, involves a
Taylor expansion of χρ around 0. In the subsequent lemma we record various important estimates
of this sort, which will play a key role in the proofs of our quantum Berry–Esseen theorems.
Lemma 18. For ε ą 0 and k P r0,8q, let ρ be an m-mode state with finite phase space moments
of order up to k (namely, with the notation of Definition 2, assume that M 1kpρ, εq ă 8). Then for
all z P Cm with |z| ď ?n ε it holds thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇχρ ´ z?n¯´ rks´1ÿ
h“0
1
h!nh{2
Dhχρp0q
´
zˆh
¯ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď 1tku!
ˆ
2m` tku´ 1
tku
˙
M 1kpρ, εq |z|
k
nk{2
. (78)
In particular, if ρ is centred and in Williamson form,ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯
´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď mp2m`1q
2
M 12pρ, εq |z|
2
n
, (79)ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯
´ 1` 1
2n
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď mp2m`1q
2
M 12`αpρ, εq |z|
2`α
n1`α2
, (80)ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯
´ 1` 1
2n
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď mpm`1qp2m`1q
9
M 13pρ, εq |z|
3
n3{2
, (81)ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯
´ 1` 1
2n
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2 ´ 1
6n3{2
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘ˇˇˇˇ ď mpm`1qp2m`1qp2m`3q
144
M 14pρ, εq |z|
4
n2
,
(82)
depending on what phase space moments are finite. In (80), we assumed that α P p0, 1q.
The estimate in (78) follows immediately from using Ho¨lder continuity of the derivative.
B. Proofs of convergence rates in Hilbert–Schmidt distance
We start with the proof of Theorem 6 assuming fourth-order moments.
Proof of Theorem 6. By the discussion in Section VI A 1, we can assume that ρ is in Williamson
form, namely, that its characteristic function satisfies (71), with ν1, . . . , νm ě 1. Since M 12pρ, εq is
monotonically non-decreasing in ε, for any fixed µ P p0, 2q we can chose ε ą 0 small enough so that
for any z P B ..“ B p0,?n εq it holds that
mp2m` 1q
2
M 12pρ, εq |z|
2
n
ď mp2m` 1q
2
ε2M 12pρ, εq ď µ2 . (83)
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Looking at (79), this implies that 2
ˇˇˇ
1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯ˇˇˇ
ď µ. Now, for x P C with |x| ă 2 define the
function
apxq ..“ ´ 4
x2
´
log
´
1´ x
2
¯
` x
2
¯
“
8ÿ
`“0
x`
2` `
. (84)
Substituting x “ 2
´
1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯
, we then have that
ˇˇˇ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯
`
´
1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
´
´
1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯2
a
´
2
´
1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯¯ˇˇˇˇ
ď m
2p2m` 1q2
4
M 12pρ, εq2 apµq |z|
4
n2
,
(85)
where to deduce the last inequality we observed that |x| ď µ implies that |apxq| ď apµq. Then,
thanks to (85) and (81), an application of the triangle inequality yields
ˇˇˇˇ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n¯` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď n
ˇˇˇ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯
` 1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯ˇˇˇ
` n
ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯
´ 1` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď m
2p2m` 1q2
4
M 12pρ, εq2 apµq |z|
4
n
` mpm` 1qp2m` 1q
9
M 13pρ, εq |z|
3
?
n
ď C1|z|
3
?
n
,
(86)
where for fixed m the constant C1 depends only on M
1
3 (remember that M
1
2 ďM 13 by construction).
Using again (85) but now in conjunction with (82), by a swift application of the triangle inequality
we see that
ˇˇˇˇ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n¯` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2 ´ 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘ˇˇˇˇ
ď n
ˇˇˇ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯
` 1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯ˇˇˇ
` n
ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯
´ 1` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2 ´ 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘ˇˇˇˇ
2ď m
2p2m` 1q2
4
M 12pρ, εq2 apµq |z|
4
n
` mpm` 1qp2m` 1qp2m` 3q
144
M 14pρ, εq |z|
4
n
ď C2|z|
4
n
,
(87)
where for fixed m the constant C2 depends only on M
1
4 (remember that M
1
2 ďM 14 by construction).
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We now estimate
e
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˆ1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘˙ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
exp
ˆ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n¯` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
˙
´
ˆ
1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘˙ˇˇˇˇ
1ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇexp
ˆ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n¯` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
˙
´
˜
1` log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n¯` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇlog ´χρ ´ z?n¯n¯` 12 ÿ
j
νj |zj |2 ´ 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
2ď C
2
1 |z|6
n
eC1|z|3{
?
n ` C2|z|
4
n
3ď 1
n
e
1
4
|z|2 `C21 |z|6 ` C2|z|4˘ .
Here, 1 follows simply by the triangle inequality. In 2, we (i) observed that |eu ´ p1` uq| ď |u|2e|u|;
(ii) operated the substitution u “ log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n¯` 12 řj νj |zj |2; (iii) noted that R Q x ÞÑ x2ex is
a monotonically increasing function; and (iv) used the fact – proved in (86) – that |u| ď C1|z|3?
n
.
Finally, in 3 we remembered that |z| ď ?n ε and assumed that ε ą 0 is small enough so that
εC1 ď 14 . Now, since ν1, . . . , νm ě 1, we can rephrase the above estimate asˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˆ1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘˙ˇˇˇˇ ď 1
n
e´
1
4
|z|2 `C21 |z|6 ` C2|z|4˘ . (88)
Upon integration, (88) naturally yields an upper bound for the second term on the right-hand side
of (76). We obtain thatż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˆ1` 1
6
?
n
D3χρp0q
`
zˆ3
˘˙ˇˇˇˇ2
ď 1
n2
ż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz e´
1
2
|z|2 `C21 |z|6 ` C2|z|4˘2
ď 1
n2
ż
d2mz e´
1
2
|z|2 `C21 |z|6 ` C2|z|4˘2
4“ 1
n2
vol
`
S2m´1
˘ ż 8
0
dr r2m´1e´
1
2
r2
`
C21r
6 ` C2r4
˘2
5“ 1
n2
2m`3 vol
`
S2m´1
˘ ż 8
0
ds e´s
`
4C41s
m`5 ` 4C21C2sm`4 ` C22sm`3
˘
6“ 2
m`4pimmpm` 1qpm` 2qpm` 3q
n2
`
4C41 pm` 4qpm` 5q ` 4C21C2pm` 4q ` C22
˘
7ď C
2
3
n2
.
(89)
The justification of the above steps goes as follows: in 4 we switched to spherical coordinates;
in 5 we performed the change of variables s ..“ 12r2; in 6 we computed the gamma integrals, also
remembering that vol
`
S2m´1
˘ “ 2pimpm´1q! ; finally, the constant C3 introduced in 7 depends – for fixed
m – only on M 14 (note that M 13 ď M 14 by construction). The proof of the first claim is completed
once one inserts (89) into (76). In particular, if D3χρp0q “ 0 we see that the convergence rate is
OM 14
`
n´1
˘
. This proves also the second claim.
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We continue with the proof of the low-regularity QCLT that assumes finiteness of phase space
moments of order up to 2` α, for some α P p0, 1s.
Proof of Theorem 7. We just deal with the case where α P p0, 1q. As above, we start by fixing
µ P p0, 2q and choosing a sufficiently small ε ą 0 so that for any z P B ..“ B p0,?n εq the inequality
(83) holds. By a similar estimate as in (86), but now leveraging (80) instead of (81), we have that
for any z P B p0,?n εqˇˇˇˇ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n¯` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď n
ˇˇˇ
log
´
χρ
´
z?
n
¯¯
` 1´ χρ
´
z?
n
¯ˇˇˇ
` n
ˇˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯
´ 1` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď m
2p2m` 1q2
4
M 12pρ, εq2 apµq |z|
4
n
` mp2m` 1q
2
M 12`αpρ, εq |z|
2`α
nα{2
ď C4|z|
2`α
nα{2
,
(90)
where the constant C4 introduced in the last line depends only on M
1
2`α (note that M 12 ďM 12`α).
e
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇexpˆlog ´χρ ´ z?n¯n¯` 12 ÿj νj |zj |2
˙
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
1ď C4|z|
2`α
nα{2
eC4|z|
2`α
L
nα{2
2ď C4|z|
2`α
nα{2
e
1
4
|z|2 .
Here, in 1 we used the elementary estimate |eu ´ 1| ď |u|e|u|, together with the observation that
the function R Q x ÞÑ xex is monotonically increasing. In 2 we used the fact that |z| ď ?n ε, and
chose ε ą 0 sufficiently small so that εαC4 ď 14 . Combining the above estimate with the fact that
ν1, . . . , νm ě 1 yields ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˇˇˇ ď C4|z|2`α
nα{2
e´
1
4
|z|2 , (91)
which upon integration in turn leads toż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρ
´
z?
n
¯n ´ e´ 12 řj νj |zj |2 ˇˇˇ2 ď C24
nα
ż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz e´
1
2
|z|2 |z|4`2α
ď C
2
4
nα
ż
d2mz e´
1
2
|z|2 |z|4`2α
3“ C
2
4
nα
vol
`
S2m´1
˘ ż 8
0
dr e´
1
2
r2 r2m`3`2α
4“ 2
m`α`2C24 pim Γ pm` α` 1q
nα pm´ 1q!
5ď C
2
5
nα
.
(92)
Here, in 3 we switched to spherical coordinates; in 4 we operated the change of variables s ..“ 12r2
and computed the gamma integrals; the constant introduced in 5 depends, for fixed α, only on
M 12`α. Inserting (92) into the right-hand side of (76) completes the proof.
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C. Convergence in trace distance and relative entropy
In this section, we further use the assumption of finiteness of the second moments of the state
in order to find convergence rates in trace distance and in relative entropy.
Proof of Corollary 8. The hypothesis implies in particular that ρ has finite phase space moments of
the second order. By Theorem 28, this amounts to saying that ρ has also finite standard moments
of the second order, that is, that Tr rρHms ď E ă 8. Iterating (41) and passing to the limit, we
see that in fact
Tr
“
ρnHm
‰ “ Tr rρGHms “ Tr rρHms ď E .
Now, for any E1 ą 0, denote by PE1 the projection onto the finite dimensional subspace generated
by the eigenvectors of the canonical Hamiltonian Hm of eigenvalue less than E
1. Then, by Markov’s
inequality, for any ε ą 0,
Tr
“
ρnPE{ε
‰
, Tr
“
ρGPE{ε
‰ ě 1´ ε .
From the so-called ‘gentle measurement lemma’ [70, Lemma 9], we have that››ρn ´ PE{ε ρnPE{ε››1 , ››ρG ´ PE{ε ρG PE{ε››1 ď 2?ε .
Then,››ρn ´ ρG››1 ď ››ρn ´ PE{ε ρnPE{ε››1 ` ››PE{ε `ρn ´ ρG˘PE{ε››1 ` ››PE{ε ρG PE{ε ´ ρG››1
ď 4?ε` ››PE{ε `ρn ´ ρG˘PE{ε››1
ď 4?ε` ››PE{ε››2 ››PE{ε `ρn ´ ρG˘PE{ε››2
ď 4?ε` pE{εqm{2 ››ρn ´ ρG››2
The result follows after optimising over ε ą 0. In particular, if ››ρn ´ ρG››2 “ O pn´αq, we find
that
››ρn ´ ρG››1 “ O ´n´ αm`1¯.
We now turn to the proof of the convergence in relative entropy. Observe that, since ρn and ρG
share the same first and second moments, Tr
“
ρn log ρG
‰ “ Tr rρG log ρGs and thus D `ρn››ρG˘ “
S pρGq ´ S
`
ρn
˘
. The result follows directly from [33, Lemma 18].
VII. OPTIMALITY OF CONVERGENCE RATES AND NECESSITY OF FINITE
SECOND MOMENTS IN THE QCLT: PROOFS
In this section we discuss the optimality of our results in two different directions:
• First, we provide examples of states ρ that do not have finite second moments and for which
ρn does not converge to any quantum state. This shows the necessity of the assumptions
on finite second moments in the Cushen–Hudson Theorem (Section VII A).
• Secondly, we provide examples of explicit states which saturate our convergence rates in
Theorems 6 and 7 (Section VII B).
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FIG. 3: Example of the modulus of a quantum characteristic function, taken from Example 3,
with heavy tails in a single direction.
A. Failure of convergence for states with unbounded energy
We now show that the assumption of finiteness of second moments in Theorems 3 and 5 cannot
be weakened, e.g. by replacing it with finiteness of some lower-order moments. Some examples of
states with undefined moments that do not satisfy Theorems 3 and 5 can be obtained by drawing
inspiration from probability theory. For instance, remembering that a classical Cauchy-distributed
random variable does not satisfy the central limit theorem, we construct the following example.
Example 3 (Cauchy-based wave function). Consider the pure state |ψf y with wave function
fpxq ..“ 1?
pi
1
x`i . The characteristic function of this state can be computed thanks to (19), which in
this case evaluates to
χ|ψf yxψf |pzq “
?
2 e´|zI |p
?
2`izRq?
2` izR . (93)
The absolute value of this characteristic function is illustrated in Figure 3.
We then find the pointwise limit limnÑ8 χ|ψf yxψf | pz{
?
nqn “ δz,0 which again is not continuous
at 0 and hence is not the characteristic function of any quantum state.
The main drawback of the above state is that it does not have even first order moments. We
can fix this by considering a slightly more sophisticated example. To proceed further, we first need
to recall a well-known integral representation of fractional matrix powers.
Lemma 19 [46, Proposition 5.16]. For all r P p0, 1q, all positive (possibly unbounded) operators
A, and all |ψy P Dom `A1{2˘, we have that›››Ar{2 |ψy›››2 “ sinppirq
pi
ż 8
0
tr´1 xψ| A
tI `A |ψy dt , (94)
where all functions of A are defined by means of its spectral decomposition.
Proof of Proposition 11. The state is clearly centred, for instance because the wave function is
symmetric under inversion x ÞÑ ´x. We proceed to prove claim (b). Note that, since x2 ` p2 “
I`2a:a ě I, 2aa: “ x2`p2`I ď 2px2`p2q, where p ..“ ´i ddx is the momentum operator. We now
apply the operator inequality pA`Bqr ď Ar`Br, which can be shown to hold for all r P r0, 1s and
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all positive (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint operators A,B. To prove this explicitly in the non-
trivial case where r P p0, 1q, we apply (94) to A`B. For a generic |ψy P Dom `Ar{2˘XDom `Br{2˘,
we obtain that›››pA`Bqr{2 |ψy›››2 “ sinppirq
pi
ż 8
0
tr´1 xψ| A`B
tI `A`B |ψy dt
“ sinppirq
pi
ż 8
0
tr´1 xψ|
ˆ
A
tI `A`B `
B
tI `A`B
˙
|ψy dt
ď sinppirq
pi
ż 8
0
tr´1
ˆ
xψ| A
tI `A |ψy ` xψ|
B
tI `B |ψy
˙
dt
“
›››Ar{2 |ψy›››2 ` ›››Br{2 |ψy›››2 ,
where the inequality in the above derivation follows e.g. from [46, Corollary 10.13]. Now, setting
A “ x2, B “ p2 and r “ 1´ δ, we obtain that
paa:q1´δ ď |x|2p1´δq ` |p|2p1´δq ď |x|2p1´δq ` 1` p2 .
Computing the expectation value on |ψf y yields
xψf |paa:q1´δ|ψf y ď xψf |
´
|x|2p1´δq ` 1` p2
¯
|ψf y “ 1?
pi
Γ
ˆ
3
2
´ δ
˙
Γpδq ` 1` 7
10
,
where the last step is by explicit computation. This proves (b). We now move on to (c). For this
we evaluate the characteristic function of the convolution |ψf yxψf |n on the purely imaginary line.
For t P R, using (19) we obtain that
χ|ψf yxψf |pitq “
ż `8
´8
dx |fpxq|2e
?
2 itx “ ?2 |t|K1
´?
2 |t|
¯
,
were K1 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind, and the last equality follows from (59)
and [72, Eq. (9.6.25)]. Therefore, for any fixed t ą 0 it holds that
lim
nÑ8χ|ψf yxψf |npitq “ limnÑ8χ|ψf yxψf |
ˆ
it?
n
˙n
“ lim
nÑ8
ˆ
1`
ˆ
c` log t´ 1
2
log n
˙
t2
n
`O
´
n´3{2
¯˙n
“ 0 ,
where we have used the expansion in [72, Eq. (9.6.53)] (see also [72, Eq. (6.3.2) and (9.6.7)]). Since
χ|ψf yxψf |np0q “ 1 for all n because |ψf yxψf |
n is a valid quantum state, the sequence of functions
χ|ψf yxψf |n does not possess a continuous limit. Hence, it cannot converge to the characteristic
function of any quantum state. This proves (c).
B. Optimality of the convergence rates
The following two examples show that the bounds stated in Theorems 6 and 7 are indeed
saturated. Both examples consist of states constructed using the Fock basis. The construction of
examples saturating the bounds in Theorems 6 and 7 is motivated by the following Proposition.
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Proposition 20. Let ρ be a one-mode density operator satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6
and also xi|ρ|jy “ 0 for |i´ j| P t1, 3u. Then the state ρn converges at least with rate O `n´1˘ to
its Gaussification ››ρn ´ ρG››2 “ O `n´1˘ . (95)
In particular, every density operator satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6 that is diagonal in
the Fock basis achieves a Opn´1q rate.
Proof of Proposition 20. By Theorem 6 it suffices to show that D3χρp0q “ 0 under the assumptions
of the Proposition. We start by recalling that any density operator ρ has an expansion into the
Fock basis such that
ρ “
8ÿ
i,j“0
xi|ρ|jy |iyxj| . (96)
Hence, we find for the characteristic function that
χρpzq “
8ÿ
i,j“0
xi|ρ|jyχ|iyxj|pzq. (97)
Using a finite-rank approximation of the density operator ρ, it suffices then by Theorem 9 to
analyse the component-wise derivatives in (97). The functions χ|iyxj| are explicitly given by [59,
Eq. (4.4.46) and (4.4.47)]
χ|iyxj|pzq “
$’&’%
b
i!
j! p´zqj´ie´
|z|2
2 Lj´ij
`|z|2˘ if i ď j,b
j!
i! pz˚qi´je´
|z|2
2 Li´ji
`|z|2˘ if i ą j. (98)
Here, Lknpxq ..“ dkdxk Lnpxq “ p´1qk
řn´k
`“0
`
n
``k
˘ p´xq`
`! are the associated Laguerre polynomials. By
assumption, it suffices to consider the case where |i ´ j| is even or |i ´ j| is odd and at least 5.
We find that by writing the characteristic function in the form χ|iyxj|pzq ..“ e´
|z|2
2 Hjipzq for some
suitable function Hji, as in (98), that for the different possible third derivatives, we have
B3zχ|iyxj|p0q “ ´3BzHjip0q ` B3zHjip0q,
B3z˚χ|iyxj|p0q “ ´3Bz˚Hjip0q ` B3z˚Hjip0q,
B2zBz˚χ|iyxj|p0q “ ´Bz˚Hjip0q ` B2zBz˚Hjip0q,
B2z˚Bzχ|iyxj|p0q “ ´BzHjip0q ` B2z˚BzHjip0q.
(99)
Therefore, the only possible non-zero contribution to the third derivative of the quantum charac-
teristic function χρ at zero could be due to terms that contain either one or three derivatives of
functions Hji evaluated at zero.
If |i ´ j| ě 4 then z and z˚ appear in (98) with a joint power of at least 4; thus, this term’s
contribution necessarily has to vanish. It suffices therefore to consider the case where |i ´ j| “ 2.
If Hji is only differentiated once, then it is clear that this derivative has to vanish at zero, since
z, z˚ appear with a joint power of at least two.
If Hji is differentiated three times, then the term |z|2 causes the derivative to vanish at zero
unless this term is differentiated precisely two times. This, however, implies that the Laguerre
polynomial is differentiated exactly once. However, by the chain rule any first order derivative of
the term L
|j´i|
j p|z|2q vanishes at the origin. This concludes the proof.
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FIG. 4: This plot shows the expressions cnα}ρn ´ ρ} for a constant c ą 0 such that
limnÑ8 cnα}ρn ´ ρ} “ 1. The left figure shows that the Op1{?nq convergence rate is sharp
(Theorem 7) by using the state from Ex. 5. The right figure shows that we can obtain a rate
Op1{nq if D3χρp0q “ 0 (Theorem 6) by using the state from Example 4. In both figures we write
ρn for ρn.
The following example shows that the Opn´1q convergence rate stated in Proposition 20, under
the assumption that D3χρp0q “ 0, is in fact attained.
Example 4 (Opn´1q-rate). By Proposition 20 we can take ρ “ |1yx1| to obtain a convergence rate
of at least Opn´1q in the QCLT. That the Opn´1q rate is actually attained is illustrated in the right
figure in Figure 4. The Opn´1q rate is saturated both in Hilbert–Schmidt and trace norm.
The following example shows that the Opn´1{2q of Theorem 7 is attained.
Example 5 (Opn´1{2q-rate). Consider the state11
ρ “ |0y ` |3y?
2
x0| ` x3|?
2
. (100)
Its characteristic function is explicitly given by (98)
χρpzq “ 1
12
e´
|z|2
2
´
12´ 18|z|2 `?6 `z3 ´ pz˚q3˘` 9|z|4 ´ |z|6¯ (101)
Now, since x0|ρ|3y ‰ 0 we see that the condition of Proposition 20 does not hold. One verifies
directly that χρpzq “ 1´2|z|2` o
`|z|2˘, so that ρ is already in Williamson form (cf. (71)). Letting
Φpzq “ e´2|z|2 , we then find that }χρ ´ Φ}L2pR2q converges with rate n´1{2, see Figure 4.
VIII. CASCADE OF BEAM SPLITTERS: PROOFS
In this section, we prove the results claimed in Section IV C, namely convergence rates for
cascades of beam splitters converging to thermal attenuator channels.
11 We use states |0y and |3y rather than |0y and |1y because the latter choice does not lead to a centred state.
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A. Generalities of the cascade channels
In order to study the convergence of the cascade channel, we start by proving the following
elementary equivalence.
Lemma 21. For an m-mode quantum state ρ, some λ P r0, 1s, and a positive integer n, consider
the cascade channel Nnρ, λ1{n (cf. (42)). One has that
Nnρ, λ1{n “Nρpλ,nq, λ : χωpzq ÞÝÑ χNn
ρ, λ1{n pωqpzq “ χω
´?
λ z
¯
χρpλ,nq
´?
1´ λ z
¯
, (102)
where the effective environment state ρpλ, nq is defined via its characteristic function
χρpλ,nqpzq ..“
nź
`“1
χρ
¨˝d
1´ λ1{n
1´ λ λ
`´1
2n z‚˛. (103)
Proof. We proceed by induction. The case n “ 1 follows from (39). Let us assume that the claim
holds for n´ 1, so that
Nn´1ρ, µ1{pn ´ 1q “Nρpµ, n´1q, µ , χNn´1
ρ, µ1{pn ´ 1q pωq
pzq “ χω p?µ zq
n´1ź
`“1
χρ
ˆb
1´ µ1{pn´1q µ `´12pn´1q z
˙
.
By setting µ “ λpn´1q{n we see that
Nn´1ρ, λ1{n “Nρpλpn´1q{n, n´1q, λpn´1q{n , χNn´1
ρ, λ1{n pωq
pzq “ χω
´
λ
n´1
2n z
¯ n´1ź
`“1
χρ
´a
1´ λ1{n λ `´12n z
¯
.
Since Nnρ, λ1{npωq “ Nρ, λ1{n
´
Nn´1ρ, λ1{npωq
¯
“ Nn´1ρ, λ1{npωqλ1{n ρ, composition with the nth copy of the
channel Nρ, λ1{n yields
χNn
ρ, λ1{n pωqpzq “ χNn´1ρ, λ1{n pωq
´
λ1{2nz
¯
χρ
´a
1´ λ1{n z
¯
“ χω
´?
λ z
¯˜n´1ź
`“1
χρ
´a
1´ λ1{n λ `2n z
¯¸
χρ
´a
1´ λ1{n z
¯
“ χω
´?
λ z
¯ n´1ź
`“0
χρ
´a
1´ λ1{n λ `2n z
¯
“ χω
´?
λ z
¯ nź
`“1
χρ
´a
1´ λ1{n λ `´12n z
¯
,
which proves (102) and (103). Finally, one can also verify by induction that
ρpλ, nq “ ρ
´
λ
n´1
n , n´ 1
¯
ηpλ,nq ρ , (104)
where ηpλ, nq ..“ λ1{np1´λpn´1q{nq1´λ P r0, 1s, so that ρpλ, nq is a legitimate quantum state for all
λ P r0, 1s and all n.
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B. On the effective environment state
Thanks to Lemma 21, the study of the cascade channel Nnρ, λ1{n boils down to that of the
iteratively convolved state ρpλ, nq of (103). Since such a convolution is not symmetric (cf. (50)), to
proceed further we need to extend our quantum Berry–Esseen results to a non-i.i.d. scenario. Note
that the classical central limit theorem has indeed been extended to sequences of independent,
non-identically distributed random variables [1, 73], and even to sequences of correlated random
variables [74]. Rates of convergence for the former case can be found for instance in [75] (see e.g.
Theorem 13.3 of [75]).
Proposition 22. Let ρ be a centred m-mode quantum state with finite second-order phase space
moments. Then the sequence of quantum states ρpλ, nq defined via (103) converges to the Gaussi-
fication ρG of ρ in trace norm. Moreover, if ρ has finite third-order phase space moments then
}ρpλ, nq ´ ρG}2 “ Oλ,M 13
´
n´1{2
¯
, (105)
}ρpλ, nq ´ ρG}1 “ Oλ,M 13
´
n´1{p2m`2q
¯
. (106)
Here, M 13 “M 13pρ, εq is defined by (34), and ε ą 0 is sufficiently small.
Proof. The argument is a variation of that used to prove Theorem 7 in Section VI B. First of all,
reasoning as in Section VI A 1, we can assume without loss of generality that ρ is in its Williamson
form. To simplify the notation, we introduce the re-scaled vectors w` ..“
b
1´λ1{n
1´λ λ
`´1
2n z P Cm,
where ` P t1, . . . , nu. Then clearly χρpλ,nqpzq “
śn
`“1 χρ pw`q. Note that |w`| ď
b
logp1{λq
np1´λq |z|;
substituting z ÞÑ w` into (79) and (81), we see that whenever |z| ď
b
np1´λq
logp1{λq ε it holds that
|χρ pw`q ´ 1| ď mp2m` 1q
2
M 12pρ, εq
log 1λ
1´ λ
|z|2
n
, (107)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇχρ pw`q ´ 1` 12 1´ λ1{n1´ λ λ `´1n ÿj νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď mpm` 1qp2m` 1q9 M 13pρ, εq
˜
log 1λ
1´ λ
¸3{2 |z|3
n3{2
. (108)
We start by choosing ε ą 0 small enough so that (83) holds for some µ P p0, 2q. We can now mimic
the calculations in (86), obtainingˇˇˇˇ
logχρpλ,nqpzq ` 12
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇlog nź
`“1
χρ pw`q ` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1ď
nÿ
`“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇlogχρ pw`q ` 12 1´ λ1{n1´ λ λ `´1n ÿj νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
nÿ
`“1
#
|logχρ pw`q ` 1´ χρ pw`q| `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇχρ pw`q ´ 1` 12 1´ λ1{n1´ λ λ `´1n ÿj νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
+
2ď
nÿ
`“1
#
m2p2m`1q2
4
log 1λ
1´ λ M
1
2pρ, εq2 apµq |z|
4
n2
` mpm`1qp2m`1q
9
M 13pρ, εq
˜
log 1λ
1´ λ
¸3{2 |z|3
n3{2
+
3ď C6|z|
3
?
n
,
(109)
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Here, in 1 we observed that
řn
`“1 1´λ
1{n
1´λ λ
`´1
n “ 1 and applied the triangle inequality. To deduce 2,
instead, we proceeded as for (85). Namely, on the first addend we used the identity log
`
1´ x2
˘`x2 “
´x24 apxq satisfied by the function apxq defined by (84), we set x “ 2 p1´ χρ pw`qq, we noted that|x| ď µ implies that |apxq| ď apµq, and lastly we employed (107). The second addend, instead, has
been estimated thanks to (108). Finally, for fixed m the constant introduced in 3 depends only on
M 13 and λ (again, M 12 ďM 13 by construction).
Proceeding as usual, we continue to estimate
e
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇ
χρpλ,nqpzq ´ e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇ
“ e 12
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nź
`“1
χρ pw`q ´ e´ 12
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇexp
˜
log
˜
nź
`“1
χρ pw`q ` 1
2
ÿ
j
νj |zj |2
¸¸
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
4ď C6|z|
3
?
n
eC6|z|3{
?
n
5ď C6|z|
3
?
n
e
1
4
|z|2 .
Note that in 4 we applied the elementary inequality |eu ´ 1| ď |u|e|u|, observed that R Q x ÞÑ xex
is a monotonically increasing function, and leveraged the bound in (109). In 5, instead, we wrote
C6|z|3?
n
ď C6
c
1´λ
log
1
λ
ε |z|2 ď 14 |z|2, where the last estimate holds provided that ε ą 0 is small enough.
Remembering that ν1, . . . , νm ě 1, we can massage the above relation so as to getˇˇˇ
χρpλ,nqpzq ´ e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇ
ď C6|z|
3
?
n
e´
1
4
|z|2 . (110)
Now, we can repeat the steps that led to (75). We obtain that
pim }ρpλ, nq ´ ρG}22
“
ż
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρpλ,nqpzq ´ e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇ2
6ď
ż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρpλ,nqpzq ´ e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇ2 ` ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇˇ
χρpλ,nqpzq ´ e´
1
2
ř
j νj |zj |2
ˇˇˇ2
7ď
ż
|z|ď?n ε
d2mz
C6|z|6
n
e´
1
2
|z|2 ` 2
ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz
ˇˇ
χρpλ,nqpzq
ˇˇ2 ` 2 ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mze´
ř
j νj |zj |2
8ď C7
n
` 2
˜
sup
|z|ą?n ε
nź
`“2
|χρ pw`q|2
¸ż
|z|ą?n ε
d2mz |χρpw1q|2 ` 2e´ ε
2
2
n
ż
|z|ě?n ε
e´
1
2
|z|2
9ď C7
n
` 2
¨˝
sup
|v|ą 1?
2
?
λ logp1{λq ε
|χρpvq|‚˛
2pn´1q˜
2np1´ λq
log 1λ
¸m
` 2p2piqme´ ε22 n
(111)
The justification of the above steps is as follows. The estimate in 6 is just an application of the
triangle inequality. In 7 we used (110) and the elementary fact that |u ` v|2 ď 2|u|2 ` 2|v|2 on
the second addend. As for 8, we: (i) performed the integral and introduced a constant C7 that
depends on m only on the first addend; (ii) decomposed χρpλ,nqpzq “ χρpw1q ¨
śn
`“2 χρpw`q on the
second; and (iii) used the fact that e´
ř
j νj |zj |2 ď e´|z|2 ă e´ ε22 ne´ 12 |z|2 in the prescribed range on
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the third. Finally, in 9 we noted that if |z| ą ?n ε then eventually in n
|w`| “
d
1´ λ1{n
1´ λ λ
`´1
2n |z| ą 1?
2
b
λ log 1λ ε
for all ` P t1, . . . , nu; moreover, we used the fact that ş d2mu |χρpuq|2 ď 1 to evaluate the integral
in the second addend.
Since the second term in the rightmost side of (111) decays faster than any inverse power of n
as nÑ8 thanks to Proposition 14, the proof of (105) is complete. Lastly, (106) follows similarly
to Corollary 8.
C. Approximating cascade channels
With this convergence at hand, we provide a quantitative bound on the approximation of
thermal attenuator channels by cascades of beam splitters (with possibly non-Gaussian environment
states). Recall that, to an environment state ρ one can associate an attenuator channel Nρ,λpωq ..“
ω λ ρ of transmissivity 0 ď λ ď 1. The following simple lemma is crucial to convert the above
state approximation result (Proposition 22) into a statement about approximations of attenuator
channels.
Lemma 23. Given any two m-mode quantum states ρ1 and ρ2, and some λ P r0, 1s, the corre-
sponding channels defined as in (42) satisfy
}Nρ1, λ ´Nρ2, λ}˛ ď }ρ1 ´ ρ2}1 . (112)
Proof. Let R be any reference system, and let ω P DpHARq be a state on the bipartite system AR.
Then
}pNρ1, λ ´Nρ2, λq b idRpωq}1 “ }TrRrUλpω b ρ1qU :λs ´ TrRrUλpω b ρ2qU :λs}1
ď }Uλpω b ρ1 ´ ω b ρ2qU :λ}1
“ }ρ1 ´ ρ2}1 ,
where the inequality stems from the monotonicity of trace distance under quantum channels.
With this lemma at hand, we are ready to prove Theorem 12.
Proof of Theorem 12. Recall from Lemma 21 that Nnρ, λ1{n “ Nρpλ,nq, λ, where ρpλ, nq is the state
with characteristic function given by (103). Applying Lemma 23 and Proposition 22, we have that›››Nnρ, λ1{n ´NρG,λ›››˛ (102)“ ››Nρpλ,nq, λ ´NρG,λ››˛ (112)ď }ρpλ, nq ´ ρG}1 (106)“ OM 13 ´n´1{p2m`2q¯ ,
concluding the proof.
Proof of Corollary 13. We now move on to Corollary 13. Let us start by proving the statement
on quantum capacities, namely (61) and (62). Our aim is to apply [34, Theorem 9] to the two
channels Nnρ, λ1{n and NρG,λ “EN,λ, for the special case m “ 1 (cf. (43)). We set
εn ..“ 1
2
›››Nnρ, λ1{n ´EN,λ›››˛ ě 12 ›››Nnρ, λ1{n ´EN,λ›››˛E ,
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where the energy-constrained diamond norm is defined with respect to the canonical Hamiltonian,
namely the number operator H “ a:a (see [36, Eq. (2)] and [34, Eq. (2)]). Note that εn “
OM 13
`
n´1{4
˘
by Theorem 12.
The input–output energy relations can be easily determined for both channels thanks to (104)
and (41), which together show that Tr
“
ρpλ, nq a:a‰ “ Tr “ρ a:a‰ “ N “ Tr “τNa:a‰. One obtains
that
Tr
”
Nnρ, λ1{npωq a:a
ı
“ Tr “Nρpλ,nq, λpωq a:a‰ “ λTr “ω a:a‰` p1´ λqN ,
Tr
“
EN,λpωq a:a
‰ “ λTr “ω a:a‰` p1´ λqN . (113)
This means that we can set α “ λ and E0 “ p1 ´ λqN , and hence rE “ λE ` p1 ´ λqN , in [34,
Theorem 9]. We obtain thatˇˇˇ
Q
`
Nnρ, λ1{n , E
˘´Q pEN,λ, Eqˇˇˇ 1ď 56?εn gˆ4pλE ` p1´ λqNq?
εn
˙
` 6 g p4?εnq
2ď c?εn log 1
εn
3ď CpM 13q log nn1{8 .
Here, in step 1 we applied [34, Theorem 9] together with the formula SpτN q “ gpNq (see (28) and
(29)); the inequality in 2 holds eventually in n for some universal constant c ď 57` 24 log e, as can
be seen by combining the bounds gpxq ď logpx` 1q` log e (tight for large x) and gpxq ď ´2x log x
(valid for sufficiently small x); finally, in 3 we used the fact that εn ď CpM 13qn´1{4 eventually
in n by the already proven Theorem 12, together with the observation that x ÞÑ ´x log x is an
increasing function for sufficiently small x ą 0.
To complete the first part of the proof we need to estimate the classical capacity of Nnρ, λ1{n in
terms of that of the thermal attenuator EN,λ of (43), in turn given by (44). Although we could use
the estimates in [34], we prefer to resort to the tighter ones provided in [36]. We obtain thatˇˇˇ
C
`
Nnρ, λ1{n , E
˘´C pEN,λ, Eqˇˇˇ 4ď 7εn ´log pλE`p1´λqN`1q ´ log εn
2
` 1
¯
` 2g
ˆ
5εn
2
˙
` 4h2
´εn
2
¯
5ď c1εn log 1
εn
6ď C 1pM 13q log nn1{4 .
The inequality in 4 is an application of [36, Proposition 6]. To see why, let us re-write the result of
Shirokov [36, Proposition 6] for one-mode channels and with respect to the canonical Hamiltonian
as ˇˇ
C
`
N1, E
˘´C pN2, Eqˇˇ ď 2 p2t` rptqq plogpE1 ` 1q ` 1´ logptqq ` 2g prptqq ` 4h2ptq .
Here, Ni (i “ 1, 2) are two quantum channels with 12 }N1 ´N2}˛E ď , we picked E1 such that
supρ: Trrρ a:asďE Tr
“
Nipρq a:a
‰ ď E1, the function r is defined by rptq ..“ 1`t{21´t , and h2pxq ..“´x log x ´ p1 ´ xq logp1 ´ xq is the binary entropy. Setting N1 “ Nnρ, λ1{n , N2 “ EN,λ, we see that
E1 “ λE ` p1 ´ λqN (cf. (113) and [36, Eq. (21)]); choosing t “ 1{2 and hence rεptq ď r1ptq “
r1p1{2q “ 5{2 yields the above relation 4, as claimed. The inequality in 5 holds for all sufficiently
large n and for some absolute constant c1 ď 15. Finally, 6 is analogous to 3 above.
Remark. Let us stress that the threshold in n above which the inequalities in the above proof hold
true depends on both λE ` p1´ λqN and M 13 (which dictates the rate of convergence of εn Ñ 0).
Although this is a minor point from the point of view of the mathematical derivation, it may be
important for applications.
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Remark. An analytical formula for the quantum capacity of the thermal attenuator that appears
in Corollary 13 is currently not known. The best lower bound to date reads [45, Eq. (9)]
Q pEN,λ, Eq ě max
0ďxď1x
"
g
ˆ
λ
E
x
` p1´ λqN
˙
´ g
ˆ
1
2
ˆ
Dλ,N pxq ` p1´ λq
ˆ
E
x
´N
˙
´ 1
˙˙
´ g
ˆ
1
2
ˆ
Dλ,N pxq ´ p1´ λq
ˆ
E
x
´N
˙
´ 1
˙˙*
,
(114)
where
Dλ,N pxq ..“
dˆ
p1` λqE
x
` p1´ λqN ` 1
˙2
´ 4λ E
x
ˆ
E
x
` 1
˙
. (115)
The best upper bound to date, instead, can be obtained by combining the results of [40, Eq. (23)–
(25)] (see also [41, Section 8]) with those of [44, Theorem 9] and [43, Theorem 46], in turn derived
by refining a technique introduced in [42]. We look at the case where λ ě N`1{2N`1 , because below
that value of λ the channel EN,λ becomes 2-extendable [76] (that is, anti-degradable [77–79]) and
therefore Q pEN,λ, Eq “ 0.
Q pEN,λ, Eq ď max tF1pN,λ;Eq, F2pN,λ;Equ , (116)
F1pN,λ,Eq ..“ g pλE ` p1´ λqNq ´ g
ˆp1´ λqpN ` 1q
λ´ p1´ λqN pλE ` p1´ λqNq
˙
, (117)
F2pN,λ;Eq ..“ ´ log
`p1´ λqλN˘´ gpNq . (118)
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Appendix A: Standard moments vs phase space moments: the integer case
In this appendix we prove that a state with finite standard moments of order up to k also has
finite phase space moments of order up to k, i.e. Theorem 10. More precisely, we show that its
characteristic function is differentiable k times, and that there are constants ck,mpεq ă 8 such that
the standard moments and phase space moments, defined by (31) and (34), respectively, satisfy
M 1kpρ, εq ď ck,mpεqMkpρq for all m-mode quantum states ρ. We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 24. For all positive integers m and real numbers k P r0,8q, there is a universal constant
dk,m ą 0 such that ´ÿ
j
aja
:
j
¯k{2 ě dk,mÿ
j
´
|xj |k ` |pj |k
¯
, (A1)
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where xj ..“ paj ` a:jq{
?
2 and pj ..“ ´ipaj ´ a:jq{
?
2 are the position and momentum quadratures
of the jth mode.
Proof. First of all, it suffices to consider the one-mode case. Indeed, assume that paa:qk{2 ě
dkp|x|k ` |p|kq for some dk ą 0. Then, leveraging the fact that the operators aja:j commute with
each other, and employing standard inequalities between p-norms, we deduce that
´ÿ
j
aja
:
j
¯k{2 ě mmintk{2´1, 0uÿ
j
paja:jqk{2 ě mmintk{2´1,0udk
ÿ
j
´
|xj |k ` |pj |k
¯
.
Therefore, from now on we look at the one-mode case only. The vector space Vm ..“ spant|ny : n P
N0u of states with a finite expansion in the Fock basis is a core for both
`
aa:
˘k{2
, as well as |x|k
and |p|k. Thus, it suffices for us to prove the inequality (A1) on states in Vm.
It is enough to show that paa:qk{2 ě dk|x|k for some constants dk ą 0, as the other inequal-
ity paa:qk{2 ě dk|p|k is obtained by performing a phase space rotation of an angle pi{2, i.e. by
conjugating both sides by the unitary operator ei
pi
2
aa: .
We now prove that the inequality paa:qk{2 ě dk|x|k holds for some dk ą 0 on all vectors in Vm.
Write k “ 2rh, where r P p0, 1s and h ..“ rk{2s P N0. Since the function A ÞÑ Ar is well known
to be operator monotone [46, Proposition 10.14], it suffices to show that paa:qh ě dhx2h for all
non-negative integers h P N0. To this end, let us take advantage of our restriction to states with a
finite expansion in the Fock basis. Defining ΠN as the projector onto the span of the first N ` 1
Fock states (from 0 to N), we have to show that
AN ..“
Nÿ
n“0
p1` nqh |nyxn| ´ dhΠNx2hΠ:N “ ΠN
´
p1` a:aqh ´ dhx2h
¯
Π:N ě 0 ,
where the inequality now involves only matrices. Thanks to Gershgorin’s circle theorem [80, 81], in
order to show that AN is positive semi-definite, it suffices to prove that AN is diagonally dominant,
i.e. that for all N and 0 ď n ď N the inequality
xn|AN |ny ´
ÿ
n1“0,...,N,
n1‰n
| xn|AN |n1y | ě 0 (A2)
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holds true. Writing down the left-hand side yields
xn|AN |ny ´
ÿ
n1“0,...,N,
n1‰n
| xn|AN |n1y |
ě p1` nqh ´ dh
Nÿ
n1“0
ˇˇˇ
xn|x2h|n1y
ˇˇˇ
1ě p1` nqh ´ dh
ÿ
n1: |n´n1|ď2h
ˇˇˇ
xn|x2h|n1y
ˇˇˇ
“ p1` nqh ´ dh
ÿ
n1:nďn1ďn`2h
ˇˇˇ
xn|x2h|n1y
ˇˇˇ
´ dh
ÿ
n1: maxtn´2h,0uďn1ăn
ˇˇˇ
xn|x2h|n1y
ˇˇˇ
2ě p1` nqh ´ dh
ÿ
n1:nďn1ďn`2h
h´pn1´nq{2ÿ
`“0
|fh,`,n1´n|
ˇˇˇ
xn|pa:aq`an1´n|n1y
ˇˇˇ
´ dh
ÿ
n1: maxtn´2h,0uďn1ăn
h´pn´n1q{2ÿ
`“0
|f 1h,`,n´n1 |
ˇˇˇ
xn|pa:aq`pa:qn´n1 |n1y
ˇˇˇ
“ p1` nqh ´ dh
ÿ
n1:nďn1ďn`2h
h´pn1´nq{2ÿ
`“0
|fh,`,n1´n|n`
c
n1!
n!
´ dh
ÿ
n1: maxtn´2h,0uďn1ăn
h´pn´n1q{2ÿ
`“0
|f 1h,`,n´n1 |n`
c
n!
n1!
3ě p1` nqh ´ dhFhpn` 2hqh
4ě 0 .
Here, in 1 we extended the sum over n1 to all values that yield a non-vanishing result, i.e. those
that satisfy |n´ n1| ď 2h. In 2 we used the canonical commutation relations (7) to expand
x2h “ 2´hpa` a:q2h “
ÿ
`,`1ě0, ```1ď2h
´
fh,`,`1pa:aq`a`1 ` f 1h,`,`1pa:aq`pa:q`1
¯
.
In 3 we applied standard estimates for factorials: for example, when n ď n1 ď n ` 2h we used
the fact that n`
b
n1!
n! ď n`pn1qpn
1´nq{2 ď pn1q``pn1´nq{2 ď pn1q2h ď pn` 2hq2h; moreover, we defined
Fh ..“ ř`,`1ě0, ```1ď2h ´|fh,`,`1 | ` |f 1h,`,`1 |¯. Finally, 4 follows by choosing e.g. d´1h “ p2h ` 1qhFh.
Since (A2) holds for all n, we conclude that AN ě 0 for all N , which completes the proof.
Remark. The inequality in Lemma 24 depends critically on the special properties of the canonical
operators. In fact, there is no universal constant dk ą 0 that makes the general relation pA`Bqk ě
dk
`
Ak `Bk˘ true for all positive matrices A,B ě 0. To see why this is the case, it suffices to
consider two pure states A “ |ψyxψ| and B “ |φyxφ|. Setting λ ..“ 1 ´ |xψ|φy| P r0, 1s, it can be
shown that the minimal eigenvalue of pA`Bqk is λk, while that of Ak `Bk “ A`B is clearly λ.
By Weyl’s principle, the conjectured matrix inequality would imply that λk ě dkλ for all λ P r0, 1s,
absurd.
Proposition 25. Let k ě 0 and m ě 1 be integers; also, let ε ą 0 be given. Then, there is a
constant ck,mpεq ă 8 such that every m-mode quantum state ρ with finite k-moments Mkpρq, as
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defined by (31), also satisfies
M 1kpρ, εq “ }χρ}CkpBp0,εqq ď ck,mpεqMkpρq . (A3)
In particular, according to (34), ρ has finite phase space moments of order up to k.
Proof. Let ρ be an m-mode quantum state. We start by considering the modified state σ ..“
ρ  |0yx0| that is obtained by convolving it with the (multi-mode) vacuum state according to the
rule (38) (for λ “ 1{2). A first important observation is that the moments of σ and ρ are related.
Namely,
Mkpσq ďMkpρq @ k P r0,8q . (A4)
To see why, we pick a multi-index n P Nm0 and evaluate the nth diagonal entries of σ with respect
to the Fock basis. We obtain that
xn|σ|ny 1“ xn|∆pρ |0yx0|q|ny
2“ xn|∆pρq |0yx0| |ny
“
ÿ
`PNm0
x`|ρ|`y xn| p|`yx`| |0yx0|q |ny
3“
ÿ
`ěn
x`|ρ|`y 2´|`|
ˆ
`
n
˙
.
Here, in 1 we introduced the dephasing operator in the Fock basis, whose action is given by
∆pXq ..“ řkPNm0 |kyxk|X |kyxk|. In 2 we observed that ∆pω  δq “ ∆pωq  δ for all m-mode
quantum states ω whenever δ “ ∆pδq is already diagonal in the Fock basis. To show this, first
exploit linearity and factorisation of ∆ to reduce to the one-mode case. Then, use the representation
∆pXq “ ş2pi0 dϕ2pi eiϕ a:aX e´iϕa:a, valid for bounded X and where the integrals are as usual weakly
converging, and remember that eiϕpa:a`b:bq “ eiϕa:a b eiϕb:b is a function of the total Hamiltonian
and thus commutes with the action of the beam splitter. The identity in 3 follows from the formula
|`yx`| |0yx0| “ 2´|`|
ÿ
`1ď`
ˆ
`
`1
˙
|`1yx`1| (A5)
for the convolution of a Fock state with the vacuum. Here, `, `1 P Nm0 are multi-indices, ordered
entry-wise, and
`
`
`1
˘
..“śj ``j`1j˘. The above expression can be obtained easily e.g. by first reducing
to the one-mode case, and then by induction on `, employing the relations (36). Computing the
kth moment of σ then yields
Mkpσq 4“
ÿ
nPNm0
pm` |n|qk{2 xn|σ|ny
5“
ÿ
`PNm0
x`|ρ|`y
ÿ
nď`
pm` |n|qk{22´|`|
ˆ
`
n
˙
6ď
ÿ
`PNm0
x`|ρ|`y pm` |`|qk{2
7“Mkpρq .
Here, 4 and 7 follow from the representation in (32); in 5 we rearranged a double series of non-
negative terms, and in 6 we observed that for a given ` P Nm0 the coefficients P`pnq ..“ 2´|`|
`
`
n
˘
form
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a probability distribution over the set of multi-indices n P Nm0 with n ď `. This proves that the
kth moments of σ are upper bounded by those of ρ.
The state σ is also useful because its characteristic function is a close relative of that of ρ.
Namely, according to (39) we have that χσpzq “ χρpz{
?
2q e´}z}2{4, and hence
}χρ}CkpBp0,εqq ď gk,mpεq }χσ}CkpBp0,εqq (A6)
for some constants gk,mpεq. Thus, it suffices to find a suitable upper estimate for the norm
}χσ}CkpBp0,εqq. By Lemma 16, the Fourier transform of χσ, i.e. the Wigner function Wσ of σ,
is everywhere non-negative. Hence, χσ can be seen as the characteristic function of a classical
random variable Z over Cm, with probability density function Wσ. If we show that Z has finite
absolute moments of order k, then thanks to [61, Theorem 1.8.15] we deduce that χσ is k-fold
differentiable everywhere, and sinceˇˇˇ
Bαz Bβz˚χσpzq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż
d2mu
´ź
j
p´ujqβj puj˚ qαj
¯
Wσpuq ezᵀu˚´z:u
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
d2mu }u}|α|`|β|Wσpuq (A7)
for all multi-indices α, β P Nm0 , we in fact have that
}χσ}CkpBp0,εqq ď 1`
ż
d2mu }u}kWσpuq “.. 1` Lkpσq . (A8)
Therefore, we now look at the quantity Lkpσq. For a vector u “ uR`iuI P Cm, with uR, uI P Rm,
we observe that
}u}k “
´ÿ
j
pu2Rj ` u2Ijq
¯k{2 ď p2mqmaxt k2´1, 0u ´ÿ
j
´
|uRj |k ` |uIj |k
¯¯
.
Thus,
Lkpσq ď p2mqmaxt k2´1, 0u
ż
dmuR d
muI
ÿ
j
´
|uRj |k ` |uIj |k
¯
Wσpuq
“ p2mqmaxt k2´1, 0u
ˆż
dmuR
´ÿ
j
|uRj |k
¯ ż
dmuIWσpuq
`
ż
dmuI
´ÿ
j
|uIj |k
¯ ż
dmuRWσpuq
˙
8“ p2mqmaxt k2´1, 0u 2´ 12 pm`k´1q
´
Tr
”
σ
´ÿ
j
|xj |k
¯ı
` Tr
”
σ
´ÿ
j
|pj |k
¯ı¯
9ď p2mqmaxt k2´1, 0u 2´ 12 pm`k´1qd´1k,m Tr
„
σ
´ÿ
j
aja
:
j
¯k{2
10ď c1k,mMkpσq .
In the above derivation, the identity in 8 can be verified by first reducing to the case of a pure σ,
which can be done by linearity and by multiple applications of Tonelli’s theorem, and by subse-
quently remembering that for a pure state |ψf y with wave function f P L2pRmq it holds e.g. thatş
dmuIW|ψf yxψf |puq “
?
2
ˇˇ
fp?2uRq
ˇˇ2
. The inequality in 9 is just an application of Lemma 24.
Finally, in 10 we introduced a suitable constant c1k,m ě 1.
Combining the above estimate with (A6), (A8), and (A4), we deduce that
Mkpρ, εq “ }χρ}CkpBp0,εqq ď gk,mpεq }χσ}CkpBp0,εqq ď gk,mpεqp1` Lkpσqq
ď 2 gk,mpεqc1k,mMkpσq ď 2 gk,mpεqc1k,mMkpρq “.. ck,mpεqMkpρq ,
which concludes the proof.
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Appendix B: Standard moments vs phase space moments: the fractional case
In the last section, we showed that the kth phase space moment was controlled by the kth
standard moment in the case of an integer constant k.
Here, we show that this fact still holds when k is a positive real number by an interpolation
argument. In principle, we could conclude this fact from the setting of Proposition 25, using that
for Lppw0q spaces with weight function w0 and Lppw1q spaces with weight function w1, the real
interpolation spaces [63, Theorem 5.4.1] satisfy
pLppw0q, Lppw1qqθ “ Lppwθq
where wθ :“ w1´θ0 wθ1. This would allow us to extend the estimate in (A7) to fractional powers as
well. However, we want to establish the stronger result that shows that the moments themselves
naturally induce an interpolating family of normed spaces. That is, we show the following:
Proposition 26. Let ρ be an m-mode quantum state and k ě 0. If Tr
„
ρ
´ř
j aja
:
j
¯k{2 ă 8, then
}χρ}CkpBp0,εqq ă 8 for some ε ą 0. Moreover,
}χρ}CkpBp0,εqq ď Cε Tr
„
ρ
´ÿ
j
aja
:
j
¯k{2
,
for some constant Cε ą 0.
We have seen in Appendix A that the map ρ ÞÑ χρ is bounded from Wk,1pHmq to CkpBp0, εqq
for any k integer. Since the spaces CkpBp0, εqq form an interpolation family, meaning that for any
k0, k1 P N0 with k1 :“ k0 ` 1, Cp1´θqk0`θk1pBp0, εqq “ pCk0pBp0, εqq, Ck1pBp0, εqqqθ, we have from
the previously mentioned interpolation method that
}χρ}Cp1´θqk0`θk1 pBp0,εqq ď Cε }ρ}pWk0,1pHmq,Wk1,1pHmqqθ , (B1)
for some positive constant Cε that comes from the bounds derived in Section A for k0 and k1. It
only remains to prove that the interpolated norms }ρ}pWk0,1pHmq,Wk1,1pHmqqθ can further be bounded
above by }ρ}Wp1´θqk0`θk1,1 . First, we recall a useful technical lemma [82, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 27. Let T “
ˆ
T11 T21
T :21 T22
˙
be a positive semi-definite trace class operator such that T11 :
Cd Ñ Cd, then
}T21}1 ď 1
2
p}T11}1 ` }T22}1q .
Proof of Proposition 26. We provide the proof only for m “ 1, since the general case follows
similarly. First, observe that
Tr
”
ρpaa:qk{2
ı
“
8ÿ
n“0
xn|ρ|ny pn` 1qk{2. (B2)
First, we restrict attention to states ρ that are orthogonal in the Fock basis. We then write ΠE
for the spectral projection onto the Fock states of energy at most E, that is ΠtEu :“
ř
jďtEu |jyxj|.
Next, we fix two parameters 0 ď k0 ď k1 and introduce the quantity γn :“ pn ` 1qpk1´k0q{2, fix a
parameter t ą 0, define N0ptq P N such that
@n ď N0ptq : γn ď t´1 and γN0ptq`1 ě t´1 ,
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the two operators
X0ptq :“ pI ´ΠN0ptqqρ pI ´ΠN0ptqq ě 0 and X1ptq :“ ΠN0ptqρΠN0ptq ě 0
and ρ ” ρdiagptq :“ X0ptq `X1ptq. Using these two operators we start estimating
Kpt, ρdiagptqq :“ inf
ρdiagptq“X0`X1
‖X0‖Wk0,1pH1q ` t ‖X1‖Wk1,1pH1q
ď ‖X0ptq‖Wk0,1pH1q ` t ‖X1ptq‖Wk1,1pH1q
“
¨˝ ÿ
nąN0ptq
xn|ρdiagptq|nypn` 1qk0{2 ` t
ÿ
nďN0ptq
xn|ρdiagptq|nypn` 1qk0{2γn‚˛
“
8ÿ
n“0
xn|ρdiagptq|nypn` 1qk0{2 pαn ` tγnβnq
where αn “ δnąN0ptq and βn “ δnďN0ptq with Kronecker delta δ. Thus, we obtain for the norm}ρ}pWk0,1pH1q,Wk1,1pH1qqθ the upper bound
}ρ}pWk0,1pH1q,Wk1,1pH1qqθ ď sup
tą0
8ÿ
n“0
xn|ρdiagptq|nypn` 1qk0{2t´θ pαn ` tγnβnq .
We now recall that for γn ď t´1 we have αn “ 0 and βn “ 1 such that
t´θ pαn ` tγnβnq “ t´θtγn “ t1´θγ1´θn γθn ď γθn.
For γn ą t´1 we have αn “ 1 and βn “ 0 such that
t´θ pαn ` tγnβnq “ t´θ ď γθn.
Thus, in either case, we have the estimate
}ρ}pWk0,1pH1q,Wk1,1pH1qqθ ď
8ÿ
n“0
xn|ρ|nypn` 1qpp1´θqk0`θk1q{2.
This shows that for arbitrary density operators
}ρ}pWk0,1pH1q,Wk1,1pH1qqθ ď }ρ}Wp1´θqk0`θk1,1pH1q .
To extend the bound to a density operator ρ that is not diagonal in the Fock basis, and not
only for the diagonal ρdiagptq, we partition ρ as
ρ “
ˆ
X0ptq ρ21ptq:
ρ21ptq X1ptq
˙
and a self-adjoint diagonal operator Spkqptq :“ diag
´
S
pkq
1 ptq, Spkq2 ptq
¯
where S
pkq
1 ptq :“ ΠN0ptqpaa:qk{4ΠN0ptq
and S
pkq
2 ptq :“ pI ´ΠN0ptqqpaa:qk{4pI ´ΠN0ptqq. This implies that
T pkq :“ SpkqρSpkq “
¨˝
S
pkq
1 ptqX0ptqSpkq1 ptq
´
S
pkq
1 ptqρ21ptqSpkq2 ptq
¯:
S
pkq
1 ptqρ21ptqSpkq2 ptq Spkq2 ptqρ22ptqSpkq2 ptq
‚˛.
Let then S
pkq
1 ptq :“ ΠN0ptqpaa:qk{4ΠN0ptq and Spkq2 ptq :“ pI´ΠN0ptqqpaa:qk{4pI´ΠN0ptqq. The previous
Lemma 27 then shows that
}Spkq1 ptqρ21Spkq2 ptq}1 ď
1
2
´
}Spkq1 ptqρ11Spkq1 ptq}1 ` }Spkq2 ptqρ22Spkq2 ptq}1
¯
.
From here, we examine three cases separately:
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• Case 1: }T pk1q11 }1 ě }T pk1q22 }1. In this case, we find from choosing X0 :“ ρ21 and X1 :“ 0 in
(57)
Kpt, ρ21q ď ‖ρ21ptq‖Wk0,1pH1q ď ‖X0ptq‖Wk0,1pH1q .
• Case 2: }T pk0q22 }1 ě }T pk0q11 }1 In this case, we find from choosing X0 :“ 0 and X1 :“ ρ21 in
(57)
Kpt, ρ21q ď t ‖ρ21‖Wk1,1pH1q ď t ‖X1ptq‖Wk1,1pH1q .
• Case 3: }T pk0q22 }1 ď }T pk0q11 }1 and }T pk1q22 }1 ě }T pk1q11 }1 In this case, we find from choosing
X0 “ ρ21{2 and X1 “ ρ21{2 in (57) that
Kpt, ρ21q ď
‖ρ21‖Wk0,1pH1q ` t ‖ρ21‖Wk1,1pH1q
2
ď 1
2
´
‖X0ptq‖Wk0,1pH1q ` t ‖X1ptq‖Wk1,1pH1q
¯
.
(B3)
Hence, we have altogether that
Kpt, ρptqq ď Kpt, ρdiagptqq ` 2Kpt, ρ21ptqq
ď 3
´
‖X0ptq‖Wk0,1pH1q ` t ‖X1ptq‖Wk1,1pH1q
¯
which implies that
}ρ}pWk0,1pH1q,Wk1,1pH1qqθ ď 3}ρ}Wp1´θqk0`θk1,1pH1q .
The result follows from the interpolation bound (B1).
Appendix C: Standard moments vs phase space moments: a partial converse
We now show that at least for even integers k, the existence of kth order phase space moments
implies the existence of standard moments of the same order.
Theorem 28. Let ρ be an m-mode quantum state such that its characteristic function χρ is 2k
times totally differentiable at z “ 0 for some integer k, then the 2kth standard moment is finite as
well.
Proof. For simplicity, we restrict attention to m “ 1. Let H`lin ..“ a ` a: and H`lin ..“ p´iqpa ´
a:q be two Hamiltonians, and consider the spectral decomposition of the density operator ρ “ř8
i“1 λi |eiyxei|. Then, there exist unique probability measures µei such that
xei|fpH˘linq|eiy “
ż
σpH˘linq
fpλq dµeipλq for all f bounded measurable.
We then define the new probability measure µρ ..“ ř8i“1 λiµei such that
Tr
“
ρ fpH˘linq
‰ “ ż
σpH˘linq
fpλq dµρpλq for all f bounded measurable.
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We now proceed with an induction argument. Start by noting that for k “ 0 the result holds.
For k ě 1, define the auxiliary function ϕ : RÑ C as
ϕptq ..“ Tr
”
ρ eitH
˘
lin
ı
,
which is by assumption 2k times differentiable at zero and let uptq “ <ϕptq. Then, u is also 2k
times differentiable at zero. Since ϕ2kp0q exists, for t P p´ε, εq, with sufficiently small ε ą 0, the
function t ÞÑ ϕp2k´1qptq exists and is continuous.
We record that Taylor’s formula implies that for t P p´ε, εq∣∣∣∣∣uptq ´ k´1ÿ
i“0
up2iqp0q t
2i
p2iq!
∣∣∣∣∣ ď |t|2k´1p2k ´ 1q! supθPp0,1s
∣∣∣up2k´1qpθtq∣∣∣ ,
where odd derivatives vanish at zero, since u is even.
We then define a positive continuous function fk : RÑ r0,8q with fkp0q “ 1 and for t ‰ 0 as
fkptq ..“ p´1qkp2kq! t´2k
˜
cosptq ´
k´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qi t
2i
p2iq!
¸
.
From Taylor’s formula above we obtain the following estimate for t sufficiently small
Tr
”
ρ fkptH˘linqH˘lin2k
ı
“
ż
σpH˘linq
fkptλqλ2kdµρpλq
“ p´1q
kp2kq!
t2k
˜
uptq ´
k´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qiTr
“
ρ ptH˘linq2i
‰
p2iq!
¸
ď 2k sup
θPp0,1s
|u2k´1pθtq|
θ|t| “
.. gkptq
(C1)
Then, we have from Fatou’s lemma
Tr
”
ρ
`
H˘lin
˘2kı “ Tr ”ρ fkp0q`H˘lin˘2kı
ď lim inf
tÓ0
ż
σpH˘linq
fkptλqλ2kdµρpλq
“ lim inf
tÓ0 gkptq “ 2k|u
2kp0q| ă 8.
(C2)
Using integration by parts and standard estimates only, it is straightfroward to verify that the
finiteness of both Tr
”
ρH2k
lin˘
ı
implies the finiteness of Tr
“
ρpaa:qk‰.
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